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Clemson scrutinizes Clinton
► Students andfaculty respond to
sexual allegations against the
President.
JULIE SALE

assistant news editor
Sexual allegations against the President
of the United States have sent shock waves
through the nation and spurred heated
debates on Clemson's campus throughout
the past week.
A 21-year old White House intern, Monica
Lewinsky, allegedly had a year and a half sexual affair with Bill Clinton. Lewinsky and
Clinton denied the affair under oath on
Saturday, January 17, while being questioned
for the Paula Jones trial which also involves
sexual allegations against Clinton.

Tapes made by a Pentagon employee,
Linda Tripp, however, have conflicting testimonies by Lewinsky regarding her relationship with the President. Special Prosecutor
Kenneth Starr is currently investigating
Clinton and Vernon Jordan, a close friend of
the President, for perjury and obstruction of
justice for allegedly telling Lewinsky to lie
under oath.
11 the allegations are true, then the
President is in jeopardy of impeachment.
"If he committed perjury, he should have
the self-respect to resign," said Dr. David
Woodard of the political science department.
Eric Senn, president of the Clemson
University College Democrats, does not
believe that the President is lying.
"The majority of the party is holding off

judgment until the truth comes out," said
Senn. "We are standing behind Clinton 100
percent."
If the allegations are true, however, Senn
will not place judgment on the sexual matter
but rather on obstruction of justice.
"Obstruction of justice cannot be tampered with in order for justice to prevail," said
Senn. "He put the lid on his own coffin."
According to Senn, an impeachment
would be detrimental to the United States
because "other countries would see America
as trailing or lacking."
Clemson students have varying opinions
on how the the President's situation should
be handled.
"He is guilty as sin," said Clemson fresh- SCANDALOUS: Clinton keeps cool duringthe
Stateojthe Union Addresson Tuesday.
SEE CLINTON, PAGE 7

Graduate student brings suit over reverse racism
► The NSF Award is one of
many that is limited to
minority students.
CYNTHIA KOPKOWSKI

staff writer

The recent scrutiny of affirmative action which has intensified in
government agencies, the private
sector and on college campuses
across the nation is about to be
focused on Clemson. A University

graduate student is suing the
National Science Foundation,
claiming that the organization's fellowship programs discriminate
against white students.
Travis Kidd, a 24-year-old graduate student in mathematical sciences, filed the lawsuit at the end of
the fall semester of 1997 after being
denied a graduate research fellowship from the NSF in 1996.
In the lawsuit, Kidd charges the
NSF with discriminatory practices

because they offer graduate fellowships that are reserved for minority
students. Kidd, a white student,
applied for fellowships from the
Minority Graduate Research
Fellowship Program in addition to
the Graduate Research Fellowship
Program.
The minority program designates that 150 fellowships in the
amount of $24,500 each be awarded to students who are American
Indian, black, Hispanic, Native

Alaskan or Native Pacific Islander.
Kidd's application for a regular
fellowship was denied and he was
prohibited from applying for the
minority award.
In a Jan. 9 court hearing, Kidd's
lawyers requested that the NSF stop
considering ethnic background
when awarding the fellowship.
Neither Kidd nor his lawyer,
Terry Pell of the Washington, DC
based Center for Individual Rights,
were available for comment on the

lawsuit.
The foundation's fellowship program targeting minority students is
one of several federal programs that
grant scholarship money on the
basis of ethnicity. The,program
began
in
1980,
following
Congressional authorization to create affirmative action programs in
engineering and science.
Kidd is not the only college student currently embroiled in debate
about affirmative action.

[FACING CHALLENGES]

WILL POWER
Limited accommodations do not
discourage disabled students
CARLA ROBINSON

staff writer
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FREEWHEELIN': Walter Fralix, a third-year architecture student, pops a wheelie in
front of often visited Lee Hall.

iditol

Where there's a will, there's a way.
This is the motto of Walter
Fralix, a third-year architecture
student at Clemson who just
"happens to be in a wheelchair." This is the
way Fralix chooses to refer to himself. He
feels that everyone has trials to go through,
and being a paraplegic is his.
Being a paraplegic also brings about
other trials, such as having the accommodations to move around campus independently and having equal opportunities as
other students at Clemson.
"The campus is decently accessible," he
commented. "It's just a hassle because often
I have to go around my elbow to get to my
nose."
The coordinator for Student Disability
Services Bonnie Martin realizes that "we
[Clemson] don't have everything we should.
But we're working toward it."
Martin said that it would take five million dollars to make the campus totally
accessible. Last year President Curris allotted $500,000 to making the campus more
accessible for students with disabilities.
"With a limited budget we must put
things on a priority list," said Martin.
Last year's money was spent on assistive
technology, which mostly helps students
with learning disabilities and those who
are visually impaired and hard of hearing.

Considering the numbers, this was reasonable. In 1997, approximately 353
Clemson students had learning disabilities,
four were visually impaired, and 11 were
hard of hearing. This is compared to 25
students with mobility impairments, such
as Walter Fralix. For this reason, students
like Fralix must do without.
Take, for example, Lee Hall, which is
where Fralix spends most of his time. The
architecture studio is on the second floor
and there is no elevator. He was accommodated by being given space to work on the
first floor and occasionally gets to the second floor with a stair climber. The stair
climber is intended to allow Fralix to be
independent, but as he said, "It's a catch 22.
I can get to the second floor, but it doesn't
improve my independence because I have
to have someone to spot me."
Another challenge for Fralix as a
McCabe resident is getting out of the dorm
for fire alarms. His assigned room is on the
second floor, which means that in the
instance of a fire, fire alarm, or an elevator
shut-down, he must hold onto the rails and
roll down the stairs backwards. This is not
only an aggravation, but it's also dangerous.
Student Disability Services concentrates
on giving students with disabilities "reasonable" accommodations. As Bonnie
Martin put it, "Clemson students don't get
the BMW or the Cadillac, they get the
SEE
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BRIEFS
University Approves
"Year Of The Tiger"
Stamp

Shakespeare Festival
Incorporates "The Black
Experience"
The theme of the seventh
annual Clemson Shakespeare
Festival is "Shakespeare and
the Black Experience," held on
February 18 - March 8.
There will be professional
productions of Romeo and
Juliet, Richard III, The Taming
of the Shrew and Measure for
Measure.
West Side Story, the 1957
adaption.of Romeo and Juliet,
will start the festival.
Shalespeare: Da Good Stuff, a
streetwise interpretation of
some of the Bard's famous
plays, will be featured. A production of Macbeth will be performed by The Clemson Little
Theater.
"The topic of race relations
is in the news almost every
day," said festival director Jim
Andreas. " Perhaps the event
that most closely paralleled
Shakespeare was the O.J.
Simpson trial. Anyone who has
read Othello could see in that
trial and the controversy that
surrounded it the echoes of
that play, which tells the tale of
a black man in love with a
white woman he ultimately murders."
"Shakespeare was uniquely
situated to witness the construction of the idea of race in
the Western world and the rise
if 'the peculiar institution' of
slavery.
Shakespeare did not write
about his own time; he wrote
about all time. He may be a
'dead white man', but his plays
are very much alive."
The festival includes a free
film series beginning on
February 18, workshops and
lectures by the internationally
known scholars on the topic of
Shakespeare and the Black
Experience.

The Old and the New
Featured in Shakespeare
Festival
The 1957 adaption of
Romeo and Juliet, West Side
Story, will start the seventh
annual Clemson Shakespeare
Festival at the Brooks Center
for the Performing Arts. The
Booking Group, a national
touring company, will perform
at 8 p.m., February 21, and at
3 p.m. on February 19. The
tickets to this event are $20
for adults, $17.50 for senior
citizens and $15 for youth and
Clemson students.
For ticket information about
performances held at Clemson
University, call the Brooks
Center Box Office at (864) 6567787 from 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday

-Compiled by Julie Sale
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Hendrix calls for student unity
► State of the University
Address calls for action in
Hendrix'sfinal months.
BRANDON SMITH

The tiger is Clemson's mascot, the title of the University
student newspaper and now
will grace a United States
Postage stamp.
On January 28, the
University and the postal officials held a ceremony featuring
the first commemorative U.S.
postage stamp of 1998. This
stamp celebrates the "Year of
the Tiger."
The tiger stamp is the sixth
stamp in the post office's
"Lunar New Year" series. The
series includes issuing a stamp
every Chinese New Year depicting one of the i2 Chinese zodiac symbols, and this year's
symbol is the tiger.
The official artwork for the
"Year of the Tiger" stamp was
given to the University by the
postal officials and will be displayed in the University's new
Visitor's Center.
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news editor

On the eve of President Clinton's
State of the Union Address, Student
Body President Jim Hendrix gave his
second address in front of the
Student Senate.
Henedrix voiced his desire for the
student body and the Student Senate
to work together for the benefit of the
students.
He also brought up the recent
uprise in student court appearances.
There has been a jump as far as the
severity level goes of the offenses
occurring lately.
In addition to the severity levels,
the number of reoccurrences in
offenders has jumped as well.
Hendrix was impressed with the
amount of publicity that was given
to the Martin Luther King
Celebration Week. He remarked that
it was the first time that this celebration was made into a big deal, as it
was meant to be.
Hendrix called for the bonding of
the University's student body, by
means of interaction. Through the
senate's efforts, he would like to see
the lines of difference erased.
As his term comes to an end,
Hendrix would like to get many
more things accomplished such as

the University honor code. This has
been one of his biggest issues and
concerns throughout his terms in
office. With this code, Hendrix wishes to "increase academic integrity"
among the student body.
Hendrix is in the process of organizing a dinner in honor of some of
Clemson's finest professors. The
diner will be held at the Greenville
Commerce Club, honoring the
teachers who are being given the

"Good speech, concise and
to the point."
ROWLAND ALSTON

President of Student Senate
Excellence in leaching Award. This
award is sponsored by Michelin, the
Flour Daniel Company, and the
Greenville Hospital.
Hendrix touched on the pleasure
he got from the amount of TV publicity we have been getting throughout the year thanks to the basketball
teams. Hendrix thinks this is all very
positive attention, yet he would like
to see more of the students in attendance at these games.
According to Hendrix, students
have picked up less tickets this year
for games then last year, and if this
happens throughout the season, then
even less tickets will be given up to
students for the coming fall.
In the near future, Hendrix has

BRANDON SMITH.

BOLD STATEMENTS: Student Body Presidentjim Hendrix delivers his second address before the Student Senate.
plans to approve the budgets for the Rowland Alston called the speech a
senate's different committees and "good speech, consice and to the
hopes to tackle the teacher evalua- point, very accurate concerning state
and government funding."
tion problem as well.
Important dates for students
Hendrix would like to see the students more involved in the upcom- wishing to run for an office are as foling elections. He has hopes to have lows;
Feb 9,9 p.m. Senate Vice President
open debates in which the student
body would be urged to attend and and President interest meeting
Feb 13, Mandatory meeting for vice
voice their concerns.
Student
Senate
President, president and presidential candidates.

Ticket hassles Clemson honors black history
performances
vanquished ►willSeveral
be held to celebrate

► New plan means no more
campingoutfor Tiger basketball
fans.

black achievement.
Ons

TAYLOR

circulation manager
DANIEL PRESNEU

staff writer

The athletic ticket office's new ticket
distribution plan has made basketball
tickets more obtainable for students.
The plan has been in effect all season
and allows students to pick up tickets on
Sunday nights from 5 until 8 p.m. Each
student can pick up their own ticket plus
one additional student ticket by using
that student's Tiger 1 Card.
Although the new plan is effective,
there has been a surplus of student tickets.

"I believe many students don't
pick up tickets because they
come and see the long lines and
get intimidated."

The concept of Black History
Month was originally Carter G.
Woodson's idea. Woodson, a noted
black scholar and historian, is commonly referred to as "the father of
black history."
As a proponent of the recognition of black achievement,
Woodson founded the Association
for the Study of Negro Life and
History, in 1915.
Woodson initiated Black
History Week on February 12,1926,
and for years the second week in
February (chosen so as to include
the birthday of Frederick Douglass)

was celebrated by black people in
the United States. Black History
Week was expanded to Black
History Month and is now celebrated all over North America.
Clemson will celebrate Black
History Month with events coordinated by several University organizations. An ad appears in this
week's issue of The Tiger, listing the
schedules of the events.
A Shakespeare festival will be
presented at the Brooks Center on
February 23-27. The subject of
Clemson Shakespeare VII is
"Shakespeare and the Black
Experience. Internationally distinguished Shakespeare scholars in
the area of race will be speaking
during the festival. An exhibit featuring the theme will be showcased
in the main lobby of R.M. Cooper
Library February 1 through March
27.

The Student Government
Minority Council will sponsor an
open forum, "Something every
African-American
Clemson
Student Should Know!" on
February 22. The speaker will be
Mr. Oneal Tyler, one of the first
African-American students at
Clemson. Following Tyler's speech
there will be an open panel discussion.
NBA great Kareem AbdulJabbar will speak at Tillman
Auditorium on February 12, as part
of Clemson's festivities.
Beginning with the first day of
February, found around campus
will be postings of African
American facts, with the title "Did
You Know??" The Clemson Cable
Network will also show the most,
famous black movies of our generation every Thursday during Black
History Month.

H0TC0C0A

FELICIA MERRYMAN

ticket office employee
"There seems to be a big misunderstanding with students and tickets. I
believe many students don't pick up tickets because they come and see the long
lines and get intimidated. We have
around 2000 tickets available for students," said sophomore Felicia Merryman,
a ticket office employee.
Students are not allowed to purchase
tickets on Sunday evenings. Tickets not
picked up on Sunday, are available for sale
Monday mornings at 8:30.
Members of the IPTAY Collegiate Club
can pick up tickets on Thursday nights
from 5 until 6:30. Membership to the
IPTAY club allows students to gain block
seating by participation in a point system.
Student members are given points based
on attendance at non-revenue events. The
points determine the quality of seating.
The Collegiate Club has 500 seats available for basketball games.
Jason Walters, IPTAY Collegiate Club
Coordinator, said, "Our program is the
biggest student club in the country. We
have about 1,600 members, which far
exceeds our goal of 700."
For more information on joining the
Collegiate Club, contact the IPTAY office
at 656-2115.
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DCIT putting technology fee to good use
► Students will notice the
use of technology fees in renovation:, in Martin Hall.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor

Recently one of Clemson's
largest departments, DCIT, has
been placed under scrutiny by the
student body.
This examintation is mostly in
regards to the technology fee, and
the average students lack of knowledge as far as its use goes.
As of now the tech fee is $50 a
semester, which is added onto every
student's tuition prior to their
arrival at the University. This fee is
very small in comparison to Wake

Forest's tech fee, which upped their
tuition by almost $3,000.
Provost Christopher Duckenfield
said that Wake's fee "makes $100 a
year look very small."
Duckenfield is in charge of the
entire Clemson Mainframe, which
is actually placed far off campus,
almost 10 miles away.
Clemson's tech fee comes to a
grand total of $1.28 million a year.
President Curris has complete control over this money as far as where it
ends up. At this point it is being split
into five different chunks which are
slated to benefit all sorts of realms of
the computer system at Clemson.
According to Duckenfield, over
60 percent of schools in the nation
have a technology fee and of these

the average fee is $150 a semester.
The first major portion of the
total fee, a lump sum of $550,000
goes to the labs for a few different
things: the purchasing of new computers, a grouB °f two t0 three consul tants to work in the campus labs
and for the purchase of new software. This new software costs
$70,000, but will allow the
University to license more servers,
therefore giving Clemson's mainframe the ability to handle more
students simultaneously.
The next major sum of cash;
which comes to $450,000, will allow
for the start of a new program that is
based on an instructional enhancement idea for the faculty. With this
program, those faculty members

YEARWTHETIGER

that do not know how to use
Clemson's computer system will be
able to learn how to use the Internet,
Eudora and other facets of a modem
computer system. According to
Duckenfield, the results of this program will not be obvious to students
immediately, it's something that has
to mature over time.
The next large portion of the fee
is set aside for administrative projects to benefit students. The allotted amount is $280,000 and will
show up in a number of places
around campus, most noticeably in
the Martin Hall renovations.
The last of the fee to be used is
$190,000 which is going straight
into the ethernet hook-up process
for all of the University's residence
halls. This leaves $90,000 until
next semester or to use as the
University sees fit.
<
In addition to these allottments,
there will also be a portion that
will go towards a collaborative
learning environment. The total
cost of this project will be $150,000.
The results will be most noticeable
because of the addition of the
smart classrooms that will be
installed around campus in the
coming months. These smart classrooms will be equipped with a
podium that will include a laptop
hookup with direct ethernet access
and other multimedia abilities.
There will be a total of 31 of these
classrooms installed this semester
and almost 20 more upon completion of the Martin Hall renovations.
DCIT is also in charge of the
upkeep of the University's mainframe system, which includes the
installation of new software, a hassle for Duckenfield. He explained
that the software the mainframe
uses comes from companies that are

unable to test the fashion that
Clemson uses it. This is one of many
things that can lead to the shutting
down of mainframe systems.
"If there are problems in the software," said Duckenfield, "we'll find
them."
The University system is on the
cutting edge with regards to how it
operates.
"What really makes Clemson
University computing unique is the
virtual
computer,"
said
Duckenfield.
He explains that this "virtual
computer" is what enables students
to walk into any lab at any time and
call up the sarne computer that they
use in any other lab on campus.
"It's like a whole computer flying over the network," said
Duckenfield "and placing it in front
of a student."
DCIT has also started a new program to aid on campus training.
This is called CBT (computer based
training) and takes the place of the
old fashion way in which DCIT
showed people how to use the system. DCIT previously went into
classrooms on campus and lecture
on how the system worked. With
the CBT program, all the items
needed for training are located on
modules accessible through the
network.
With this addition to the
Clemson
mainframe,
the
University will soon become a testing site for Novell and Microsoft
training and certification site.
According to Duckenfield, these
additions to the Clemson network
will put it head and shoulders
above almost any other university.
"Clemson has always been way
ahead of ether institutions," said
Duckenfield.

Seneca Cinemas
Hwy 123 Seneca

Call 882-0000 For Showtimes
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Peter Chen (left) andjohn Chiu,present a new stamp on Wednesday in celebration of the Chinese new
year, the year of the tiger.

Feature schedule for: Friday, Jan. 30 - Thursday, Feb. 5, 1998
*Open for matinees Sat. & Sun. only!
♦Matinee discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Seniors get $1.50 everyday
Wed. & Thurs. - College I.D. Night
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1998-99 FINANCIAL AID OVER THE WEB
Apply now for financial aid at Clemson University for the 1998-99
academic year using the World Wide Web! Assistance from a
financial aid representative will be available on Wednesday,
January 28 and Wednesday, February 4 from 12pm-8pm in the
Brackett Hall computer lab. Please bring with you airaft of a
completed 1998-99 Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA).
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[STAFF EDITORIAL]

Basketball program needs more support
Clemson's men's basketball program is enjoying another suc- them has a lot to do with where you'll sit, and there are good
and not-so-good seats in Littlejohn. Some students say that if t
cessful year of ACC basketball. But all is not well in Tiger land.
There seem to be some problems lately with Clemson's ability to don't get really good seats they won't bother going to the games.
But why does it matter where your seats are? The best placiB
pack the stands with fans at every game. The recent game at N.C.
watch
a football game is not from behind the goalposts, but the H'
State in Raleigh provides a telling example. Clemson was allotted
is
still
the best seating in Death Valley because of the spj
1100 student tickets for that game, about half of our usual allotment, and yet we couldn't fill every seat with a rabid Tiger fan. Students have taken essentially bad seats and made them into
best in the house.
What's wrong?
There's no reason why that can't happen in Littlejohn, especWt
Students need to be out there supporting the team at every
ly when the Tigers (one of the ebst teamj "
game-everybody knows that. And there are
the country) are playing the best teams in! ji
certainly plenty of basketball fans here to fill
country. Why should it matter where y<
Littlejohn with noise at every game. So why
Our
Position:
when you're seeing hard-nosed, gut-wre
doesn't it happen?
ing, balls-to-the-wall ACC basketball live' Sr
Part of the problem might be the ticket disA few simple
Renovations to Littlejohn Coliseum al I
tribution procedures. A lot of the fun of getchanges could res
the planning stages and, if things move quj l
ting tickets for the games was camping out for
ly, improvements could begin by the ei
two or three nights with friends and other
boost fan support at the
semester. The renovations should e
fans; now it's just an afternoon of standing in
basketball games.
nate some of the problems of poor sight li i
line. It seems strange to think that a distribuand bad seats, leaving no excuse for failui ^
tion system that encourages people to spend
fill that coliseum with noise at every garni i
less time waiting for tickets would actually
Finally,
if
we
ever
really
want Littlejohn to be the kind of inj ^
discourage people from getting tickets at all, but according to some
students that is apparently the case. After all, what's fun about idating home stadium that Death Valley and Duke's Came; |
Indoor Arena are, we need to surround the court with a waf
waiting in line?
Another possible problem is the actual location where tickets sound. Currently a lot of alumni get to sit at courtside seats;:
are distributed. Littlejohn is not exactly convenient to most people, are, after all, the best seats in the house and the alumni pay a
and some students, especially those living of f -campus, say that get- money for them. But, let's be honest, the alumni are not the'loud
ting out there to stand in line for a few hours just isn't worth it for people in the stands.
We certainly don't advocate eliminating any alumni seat:
any but the biggest games.
perhaps
we could move the seats around in such a way that thi
If tickets were distributed in the Union or the Phantom Lot,
where students go every day, it would be more convenient. three rows or so on all sides of the court would be student se;
Unfortunately this may be a logistical impossibility, but if it could Students are the loudest people at these games, and if we
be done it would help the fans out. It also might help boost fan sup- create a wall of sound and an intimidating home arena, we nej
get the students on the floor.
port at underattended women's basketball games.
A few simple changes in ticket distribution and seating,
Basketball tickets are not like football tickets, where it usually
doesn't matter when students get their tickets, because most every- some real vigor from the fans, could make a big difference tj
one will get seats on the Hill. With basketball tickets, when you get Tigers as they battle their way through the ACC.

SPEAKINGOUT
Do you think Clemson students are fair-weather fans?
1

Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and should include the
author's name, signature and phone
number (plus school and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenIIC iiy Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.
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We need your input!
Readers of this page are
encouraged to sit in on our
editorial staff meetings. Meetings
are at approximately 7:30 p.m. on
Sundays in Room 904 of the
Union. Please call Jonathan at
656-2158 to reserve a space.

I believe that the fans are
just fans. When you do
well, they love you, when
you do bad, you're just a
player
Darrel Crutchfield

undecided
freshman

1 think it depends on the
sport. Most CU students
adore the football team
unconditionally, but
they virtually ignore
other sports unless they
are doing well
Heather Ross

English
senior

Yes, as long as the team is
doing well they will go
to the games, but t he
minute things start to go
wrong they do not
attend.
Shante McDutfie

computer science

freshman

No, Clemson fans are
dedicated to supporting
our athletes
Adanr Eichelberger

animal science
junioi

I believe ( lemson students are for more spirited than those at .ins
oilier universit) I am
.inu. rd .u theii enthuH
asm'
Carla Wkhmann
secondary educalB
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Wilking the straight and narrow no matter the turf
Opinions, I have plenty, and
look upon the grassy school and
seldom do I get to voice them see which paths and routes were
in front of such a large audiused most and thus pave and/or
ence. But i: is at times like these
concretify said surfaces. Now,
things of this
that I must stand
up for what I
nature are few
and far between,
think is right, so
in response to a
and are usually
letter written to
only seen on the
the Tiger last
Brandon Smith
Cartoon
week, here goes.
news editor
Network.
A friend of
Let's be honmine once wrote
est here, how
me a letter and suggested a crazy
many of you people would like to
stroll all the way around some silly
idea. He wanted his school, Ithaca
College, to plant grass all over
little sidewalk curve to get to a
everything and let people walk
class that you are probably dreadeverywhere. After a few months'
ing anyway? I, for one, would like
time, the administration could
to get in and out as fast as possible,

A

and there is nothing wrong with
cutting across the grass to do this..
Yes, the landscaping of our
campus is among the most beautiful I have ever seen, and I like nothing more then to stroll from place
to place with a good friend, talking
or, as they say, chewing the fat. Yet
somewhere in planning this beautiful campus, we missed something. Why is Clemson laid out in
such a fashion that causes me to
feel as though I have to go around
my proverbial gr-ass to get to my
elbow?
This campus is loaded with big
curly paths, with flowers and stuff
everywhere. Nice postcard, bad
sidewalk.

COMMENTARY

Now to address these "cowpaths." I, too, have seen these
alleged "cowpaths" and I do find
them to be somewhat of an eyesore as well. This is not to falter on
my defense of random strolls
through the grass, though.
I pose this as a thought, what is
more offensive, a path similar to a
Norman Rockwell picture of a
field used by some little kids to get
to their one-room school house, or
the giant slop of a mudpit generated by the whole homecoming float
thing.
Football games, baseball throwers, frisbee tossers and sunbathers
can pick and choose their spots
when there are one or two one foot

paths stretching across a 100-yard
span of space. Yet no one can safely
venture across Bowman for a month
after the homecoming fiasco.
Now granted, these problems
will never be solved simply
because it is way to late in the history of this institute to rip up the
current sidewalks and lay down all
new ones to cover up our "cowpaths."
We can continue to take the
shortest distance from spot to spot
and not worry about the aftermath
because, people, grass grows back.
Brandon Smith is a junior majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

[COMMENTARY]

Clinton needs to consider the truth Freedom from religion

B

y now, we've all heard something about
this new accusation that claims that
Bill Clinton had an affair with former
White House intern Monica Lewinsky. But
how much truth is behind this accusation? Is
it just the media building things up, or has
Clinton been caught with his pants down
(no pun intended).
In his January 21 press release, Clinton
constantly repeats that "there is no relationship" with Lewinsky. However, Clinton never
says that there was no relationship, meaning
that there very well could have been one in
the past. Also, during the press release,
Clinton constantly tries to
avoid the subject and talks
about how much work he
has to do for the country,
as if he doesn't have time
for these allegations. There
seems to be something
peculiar about his attitude
towards the whole ordeal.
Now, I can't say whether or not Clinton is
guilty. He could be perfectly innocent. But if
he is not, then I have a suggestion for him:
Step down. Resign. Leave the office of
President of the United States like a man.
Admit that you were wrong, ask for forgiveness, and go back to Arkansas. Remain faithful to your wife, and don't make your daughter go through anymore of the pain that she's
obviously had to face.
Is this a crazy idea? Consider the situation:
Clinton has dodged several scandals already.
He admitted to the Gennifer Flowers incident
after he was elected, and got away with it. He
side-stepped the marijuana issue and somehow managed to get around the draft-dodging ordeal. However, he has yet to feel the full
wrath of Whitewater and Paula Jones. The
situation with Lewinsky will be the final
blow to Clinton if he is proven guilty.

If it is proven that Clinton did not have a
relationship with Lewinsky, then all is well.
However, if he is proven to be at fault, he
could face the worst. First of all, he will be
guilty of trying to have Lewinsky lie about
the ordeal and cover up the situation. Not
only that, but he will be guilty of lying to the
American people. How can we trust a president that lies to the country?
If Clinton is guilty and he decides not to
step down, he and his family will be dragged
through the whole ordeal of investigations,
accusations, and finally, a punishment. With
a Republican Congress, Clinton doesn't stand
too much of a chance if they
vote on whether or not to
impeach him for lying and
attempting to cover up the
incident. I imagine that the
Republican leadership
would jump at an opportunity to bring down Clinton
if he is proven guilty.
Now, you probably think I just want
Clinton kicked out of office whether he is
guilty or not, but that's not it. I think this
would be the most dignified and admirable
action for Clinton to take if he is indeed
guilty. I would have much more respect for
the man if he would admit his wrongdoing
and make a sacrifice as a result of his fault.
I am not stating that Clinton is either
innocent or guilty. But I do believe that for
the sake of his nation, his family, and himself.
President Clinton should resign from office if
he indeed had an affair with Monica
Lewinsky. Someone is lying. The truth will
be told. It's just a matter of what occurs once
the truth comes out.
Phillip Caston isafreshman majoring
in English. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Social tensions over religious freedoms
is nothing new. Most of America's earliest settlers were religious misfits.
Having found themselves at odds with the
"powers that be" in their homelands, they
fled or were exiled to a remote wilderness.
They brought with them a deep sense of
urgency of religious rights which made
their new homeland a very tolerant place.
Refugees of all religious persuasions found
peace here and the American colonies
became home to a great variety of faiths.
The bold men who pledged their lives
and fortunes in the Declaration of
Independence and later,
those who drafted the
United States Constitution, were principally
men of faith and religious
conviction. These founding fathers saw fit to
specifically include
among the first amendments the right of everyone in America to
peaceably practice their beliefs; it's known
as "freedom of religion". In the atmosphere
of tolerance that American freedom creates,
there has also developed an attitude of "freedom from religion"; that everyone has the
right not to believe or have faith in any religious system and a right not to be harassed
or intimidated by the religious.
America is believed by many to be a
"Christian nation," founded and inhabited
primarily by those holding to the traditional
Christian faith. In some ways, these
Christians feel compelled by their faith to
politically influence society in the direction
of their beliefs, and not without resistance
from those holding dissimilar viewpoints. In
similar ways, many citizens holding the
belief that they have a constitutional right to
be free of such religious influence resent hav-

ing their freedoms restricted. Here in South
Carolina, a state very much influenced by the
large numbers of Christian voters, these
opposing attitudes find conflict in issues like
Sunday 'blue laws' that restrict store hours
and prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages, a
state lottery and video poker machines.
Students and migrants from other parts
of the country where the laws are different
because the political influences are also different are sometimes frustrated by what
they see as archaic and freedom-resticting
state laws that prevent them from doing
here what they are accustomed to doing
elsewhere. They resent the
idea that the religious
views of others legally
modifies their behavior, in
the belief that their "freeTony
dom from religion" superFreddolino
sedes the rights of the
columnist
local people to be self-governing.
America is a free and independent
nation today because people who lived
before us saw fit to fight a war of independence to establish for themselves the right to
be self-governing. This is the foundation on
which all the other freedoms Americans
enjoy rests -that the people of any political
jurisdiction are free to regulate themselves,
beyond the reach and domination of a distant centralized power.
There is no constitutionally guaranteed
right to "freedom from religion", but there is
the right to freely associate with those of
one's own choosing. Those not comfortable
with the local laws should relocate to
where they will be.
Tony Freddolino is a senior majoringin
economics. E-mail comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Thornhill residents
deserve answers
I have been a student of the
University since 1992.1 have seen
many things at Clemson that did
not make sense, and sadly did not
comment. At this point, I just can't
keep quiet any longer.
My question is this: why has no
official explanation been given by
Housing (at least that I have seen)
to explain to the students in
Thornhill Village why they cannot
get ResNet 2000? I have heard the
explanation of the old wires and
the even older building making it
impossible. So we sit by, graduate
students and undergrads, and no
one asks what they are going to do
for us since obviously the solution
everyone else gets is impossible
here. We pay the technology fee,
our rent goes up just like everyone
else's, but we hardly ever see any of
the benefits that the rest of campus sees technology-wise.
Living in Thornhill for the past
two years, I have heard more times
than I care to imagine how our
buildings are just too old. However,
what I have NOT heard is what is

going to happen to make up for the
fact that our buildings are too old. I
think that the least the University
could do would be to publish
something explaining what they
will do for us, since we do happen
to pay the same amount of money
as other people, instead of just letting us think that our dollars are
going to help everyone else and not
ourselves.
Birmagidra Gainor

professional communication

Super Bowl shows
ridiculousness of
blue laws
In the land where we are supposed to celebrate the right to individual liberties, the blue laws are a
slap in the face. On Super Bowl
Sunday, some friends and I wanted
to purchase a few beers to watch
the game and bask in merriment.
However, we were stymied by the
Blue Laws which state that the
purchase of alcohol of any kind on
Sunday (the Sabbath, mind you) is
illegal. First off, since when do

non-religious people honor the
Sabbath.
The point here has nothing to
do with the merits of the observance of Sunday itself as holy day,
that is an individual choice. But
please do not supplant your theological convictions for my ability
to do as I please so long as it does
not infringe on your rights. Here's
a radical concept for to all who
support not drinking beer on
Sunday: DON'T BUY ANY! What
took me aback is that one cannot
go out to a bar on Super Bowl
Sunday to watch the game. What
a ridiculous loss of income for all
the hard-working bar owners and
employers in this industry.
What is wrong with simply
choosing to stay home and not buy
beer on Sunday if you feel it is
morally corrupt? In essence, what
the proponents of the blue laws are
saying to me is: "Hey, you think you
want to have a beer, but you don't
know what's best for you, I do. You
don't have the faculties or maturity
to handle such a decision, so I'll
make the choice or you!"
Casey Garrels

AAH, Dec 99
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Fourteen new senators sworn into office
► Plans are in the worksfor
spring semesters concert
calender.
BRANDON SMITH

news editor
ibis week's Student ^enate
meeting was called to order at 7:30
p.m. in the Edgar Allen Brown
University Union, and was televised due to the address given by
Student Body President Jim
Hendrix.
The first order of business for
the evening was the swearing in of
the new senators for this semester.
In total there were 14 new senators;
they will officially take their seats
among Clemson's senators next
week.
The floor was then opened in
order to allow for Hendrix's State of
the University Address. President
Rowland Alston said that it was a
"good speech, concise and to the
point."
Matters went back into normal
proceedings following the speech,
with the committee run downs
starting with Meghan Graves.
Graves' Academic Affairs committee was proud to announce that
their new e-mail account is now up
and running. The question she is

looking to receive input on has to
do with the withdrawal policy. She
is concerned mostly with the need
to either add or subtract from the
hours already allotted to students.
The second report given was
from the ESA with committee head
Jamie Cross. Cross and her group
are still working on the campus
safety issue, with information to be
published in The Tiger in the coming weeks. They are also looking to
try and get a designated driver program started in the University.
Richard Mock, with Finance
and Procedures, was the next senator to speak. Mock and his committee are in the process of getting
budgets ready for the upcoming
year and hope to have those soon.
The General Affairs committee,
headed by Jodi Rhoades, is in the
process of organizing a concert for
this semester. The matter of funds
was discussed briefly, important
numbers being the costs to get
either Littlejohn or Tillman Hall
ready for any performer. In the case
of Littlejohn it costs a total $23,000
to prep the building, as for Tillman
the fee is $2,700. The committee is
still in the decision stages and has
yet to narrow down the choices for
performers.
Heather Graham, head of Traffic
and Parking, was excited about the

20% OFF
on all 1997 Bicycles

STUPENTSENATE
responses she received from her
first all-campus e-mail. Most of the
letters Graham received were positive, and she found them informativ .
University Relations, headed by
Kendra Worley, has come to a final
date for this semester's Reaching
Out Day. It is to be held on Feb. 24.
Craig Story's University Services
committee has been meeting with
Aramark and other people to plan
the upcoming Schilleter renovations. He is also trying to line up
some speakers to come to senate in
the following weeks. Story will also
be meeting with the post office
soon to discuss recent problems
that have been brought to his attention.
Kendra Worley's Pro Tern report
touched briefly on many issues.
One of these matters is the completion of the wiring of all the resi-

dence halls for the Ethernet. This
would allow all students to access
the Internet and Eudora from
what-ever hall they lived in. The
library is in the process of getting a
new computer system that will
speed up the library's performance.
Plans have also been slated to
remodel Sikes and Fort Hill in tb**
coming year.
Student Body Vice President,
Matt Wyche said in his report that
he is looking to redesign the phantom lot and also to up alcohol
awareness for incoming freshmen.
Senate President Rowland
Alston has a meeting on Feb. 12 to
discuss the renovations to Fike.
There was also a presentation of the
new finalized student calender,
which shows officially that there
will be no reading day come finals
time.
The 14 new Senators are:
Mohamed Abdel-Kader, Dustin
Parker Bledsoe, Brandon Bullock.
Ryan Dodd, Kellee Flynn, Tom Hall,

Laura Healy, Trey Howell, Jir
Matthews, Mike McCollum, Stan
McElveen, Edward Mercer, David
Moody and Zane Whiteley.

Do you have a concern
that you would like to
voice to the Student
Government?
If so call them at:

656-21951
This is your
opportunity to make
your opinions count.
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CURIOUS P
Do you wonder how the University spends YOUR $50 per semester TECHNOLOGY
FEE ? Well, here's the answer. .
Each year the fee is designated for support of technology in three general areas:
—►Campus information technology responsive to student needs $550,000 is set aside to
replace 1 72 machines in the student labs, to hire student lab consultants/trainers, and to
support disk space on the student server, server processor upgrades, and network
electronics.
—►Instructional enhancement designated to accelerate and support the incorporation of
technology into academic curricula $450,000 has been budgeted and is to be matched
by other institutional funds This includes funds to hire two trainers for faculty, to
upgrade the Sociology/Psychology statistics lab, and to purchase laptop computers for
faculty to assist in learning to use technology in the classroom
—►Institutional technology needs as determined by the Administrative Council.
$278,000 has been budgeted for this area.

Bicycles
8
Skateboards & W**

Craig David Story
University Services Committee Chairperson
Clemson University Student Senate

Trixi Dominatrix sez,

"SUBMIT!"

%

Raleigh, Mongoose, Jamis, Redline, Powerlite, MCS
Professional and Friendly Sales and Service

We

Rid* We Race
We Just Wove Cycling.

Liberty Square-Across From Petty Nissan
3710 Liberty Highway
Anderson, SC 29621
Phone: 864-226-9511
Fax:864-226-3011
Email: racerdad@carol.net

Owned & Operated by a Clemson Grad & Former
CU Football Player.

Chronicle,
Clemson's art and literary magazine, is
looking for talented men and women to whip
it into shape!
*Give us your best artwork, poetry,
stories, essays, and ideas.
(DEADLINE February 23! Artwork
as slides or scans only.)
*Give us your time as a staff
member. Some senior positions
available.
Meetings are 7 p.m. on Thursdays in the
basement of Holtzendorff Hall.
Send your submissions and questions to:
PO Box 2187
Clemson, SC 29632
chron @ hubcap.clemson.edu

Source: Scott L udlow, C1FO
10 23 97
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man Sarah Rideout. "He shouldn't
get impeached because people all
over the country sleep their way to
the top. It is a power trip, and it
should be between he and his wife.
If it is a lie, he should be reprimanded, but not impeached."
Whether or not the alleged
affair is true raises many questions

"He is guilty as sin. He
shouldn't get impeached
because people all over the
country sleep their way to
the top. It is a power trip,
and it should be between
he and his wife. If it is a lie,
he should be reprimanded,
but not impeached."
SARAH RIDEOUT

freshman psychology major

among Clemson students and staff.
Regardless of the validity, the
Clinton investigation has "the
potential to hurt the presidency,"
said Senn.
The scandal sheds a new light
on the Presidential office, according
to Todd Ratliff, chairman of the
Clemson
University
College
Republicans.
"As an American, 1 feel
betrayed," said Ratliff. "It is a horrible, horrible catastrophe for the
institution of the presidency."
President
Clinton's
future
remains uncertain until all the facts
are revealed although Republicans
and Democrats have views on how
his future will pan out.
"When your opponent is
destroying himself, you don't need
todo anything," said Woodard. "Bill
Clinton is destroying himself."
Woodard believes that Clinton
will survive unless "there is a smoking gun." There are three of these
"guns" that can trip Clinton up,
according to Woodard. If the
alleged Secret Service agent comes
forward and admits seeing the
President and Lewinsky engaged in
unappropriated behavior, if there is
a DNA match on a dress the
President reportedly gave to
Lewinsky, or if there is a clear testimony of purgery, then the
President will not survive, according to Woodward.
The President has denied the
allegations three times, and the
First Lady, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, appeared on the Today
show to discuss her husband's situation. Mrs. Clinton blamed the allegations on a right-wing conspiracy.
"It was a pathetic attempt to
shil t the blame, but it's not going to
work." said Ratliff.
Woodward shares Ratliff s point
of view by stating that the comment was meant to rally the
Democrats who are loyal to the
President.
"It is the nature of the beast to
put the blame on a right wing conspiracy" said Woodward. "Special
Prosecutor Kenneth Starr followed

it where it led."
Senn, on the other hand, feels
that the "First Lady hit a good
point."
Although the conservatives are
receiving a lot of the blame, the
media is getting a fair share of cynical flack.
"I believe the country is judging
a man on hearsay of the press," said
Senn. "The economy is doing good,
and whenever the economy is
doing good, people ignore the government. When a scandal breaks
out, they take note."
According to Woodard, the press
is no worse today as it was in
Watergate.
"The media is a feeding frenzy,"
said Woodward who attributes the
frenzy to a bigger and faster press.
Despite the rumors and speculations surrounding the President,
Bill Clinton gave the annual State
of the Union Address without any
visible stress.
"Clinton has the ability to focus
on things and shift gears," said
Woodard of the address. "He realized that it was his big show."
Ratliff was impressed with the
President's speech.
"Bill Clinton is a brilliant man
and a great orator," said Ratliff. "He
comes off smooth, but it all catches
up at some point because it is a
question of integrity."
The investigation of the alleged
affair by Kenneth Starr is still ongoing.
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Read this online,
http://tigenclemson.edu

Students and Faculty:

Innov
Innova Communications, LLC

The "Intelligent" Alternative to Campus Internet Access
Local Access from
Oconee, Pickens, Anderson, Greenville, and Spartanburg Counties
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Part of the UUNET T3 Backbone - The Fastest Fully Digital Backbone in the Upstate
All ISDN/56K Compatible Dialup Facilities
UNIX & NT Servers
Shell Accounts
No Restrictions

♦
♦

Free Web Space
Free Email

CLASSIC

$19.95/Month
Semester Special $79.95

Immediate Openings
for

Quality, Speed, Support, Innovation

PHOTOGRAPHY, INC

Photographers
$6 to $9 per hour
Part-time weekends
and evenings. Own
transportation a must
Call Mart at 885-0036
for an appointment.
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At Clemson
Shakespeare Festival
"Theme: Shakespeare and the Black Experience"
Feb. 1 - March 27
"Shakespeare and the Black Experience" exhibit
Main lobby of R.M. Cooper Library
February 23
Film: Laurence Olivier's0r/t<?//o
117 Brooks Center; 7:00pm
February 24
Film: Laurence Fishburne's Othello
117 Brooks Center; 7:00pm
February 25
Lecture: "Othello in Black, White, and Color," Herb Coursen
117 Brooks Center; 2:00pm
February 26
Lecture, "Representations of Race in Renaissance Art," Peter Erickson
117 Brooks Center; 2:00pm

February 12
Kareem Abdul Jabbar
Tillman Auditorium, 8:00pm
Admission: FREE for CU students ($10 for public)
Sponsored by The Union; 656-4357
February 16
"1001 Black Inventions"
A fast-moving play designed to prove that African-Americans
foremosts contributions to the world are in the sciences.
Tillman Auditorium; 7:00pm
Admission: FREE
Sponsored by Multicultural Affairs; 656-7625
February 19
West Side Story
Part of the Festival of African-American Literature & the Arts (FAALA)
Brooks Center; 8:00pm
$20/$ 17.50/$ 15

February 21
A Black History Estravagar ■.;•■.
Featuring: Dr. Na'im Akbar
Tillman Auditorium, 8:00pm
Admission: Free
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
NPHC, and the Office of Access & Equity

Lecture: "Race and Gender in Shakespeare," Kim Hall
117 Brooks Center; 3:30pm
February 27
Lecture:"Black No More: Disappearing African Women
in Renaissance Texts," Joyce Green McDonald
117 Brooks Center; 2:00pm
Panel discussion:"Shakespeare and the Black Experience
117 Brooks Center; 3:30pm
The subject of Clemson Shakespeare Festival VII is "Shakespeare and
the Black Experience." These are internationally distinguished
Shakespeare scholars in the area of race. (Herb Coursen - University of
Maine, Peter Erickson - Clark Institute of Art, Kim Hall - Georgetown
University, and Joyce MacDonald - University of Kentucky). All events
are free and open to the pulbic. For questions, contact James Andreas at
656-5386.

OMICRON PHI CHAPTER
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Founder's Week Programs
Monday. February 2
Sexual Awareness Program by the Peer Health Educators
7 pm, Lever Main Lounge
Tuesday. February 3
Forum: The Fate of Our Race:
Who Are We and Where Are We Going?
7:30 pm Daniel 100
Panel will consist of a rep. from each Black Greek organization

Student Government Minority Council
Black History Month Events
February 1-28
"Did You Know??"
Postings of African American Facts
around campus
February 2
African American Fest
Palmetto Ballroom; 7:00-10:00pm
African American Soul Food Sampler,
Music, and Games.
Contact: Demetria/Tanika, 858-4496
February 11
The Dating Game
Tillman; 7:00-11:00pm
Contact: Demetrius 858-8106

February 22
Open Forum: "Something every African
American Clemson Student Should Know!"
Speaker: Mr. Oneal Tyler (One of the First
African American Students at Clemson).
Student Senate Chambers; 7:00-10:00
Following Mr. Tyler's Speech there will be
an open panel discussion. Panelists will be an
administrator, three students,
two athletes, and a graduate student.
Contact: Melvin Robinson 858-4586
Fphmarv5.12.l9.26
Black Movie Mania
The Most Famous Black Movies of our
generation will be shown on CCN Channel Ten(10)
every Thursday during the month of Febuary.

African American Studies
Academic Lecture Series
February 3
Lecture, "The Washingtonian Legacy: A History of Black Political Conservatism in America, 1915-1944." (A tribute to the 100th anniversary of
the Washington Du Bois Controversy and the "Negro Question.")
200 Hardin, 6:00pm
Dr. Lewis Suggs, Professor of History, Clemson University
Febuary 10 & 11
An analytical interpretation of Blacks in the Media. Films, "The Birth of
a Nation," and "Home of the Brave."
212 Brackett, 7:00pm
Dr. Barton Palmer, Chairman, Dept. of English, Clemson University
February 19
Lecture, "Biological Anthropology and the Race Issue."
212 Brackett Hall,7:00pm
Dr. Mike Coggeshall, Prof, of Anthropology & Sociology, Clemson Univ.
February 26
Major Black History Month Address,"A Critique of Eric Williams
Capitalism and Slavery: 50 Years Later,"
200 Hardin Hall, 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Ibrahim K. Sundiata, Chairman, Dept. of African American Studies,
Brandeis Univ., Waltham, Mass.
For more information, contact Dr. Lewis Suggs, 656-5372.

This information was compiled by the Office of Multicultural Affairs, 804 University Union, 656-7625.
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Good enough?!
► Should youbuy
Casanova's The Divine
Comedy? Review, page 6

► Can As Good as it Gets !
live up to it's name? Review, :
page 3.

► Experience another great
Clemson comic strip.
Page 8

Clemson to host American College Theatre Festival
SHAWN

B.

DEERV

staff writer

Those of you who are theatre lovers
will be happy to know that the Brooks
Center will be hosting the regional
Kennedy Center/American College
Theatre Festival Feb. 5-7. This is an
honor for Clemson, being only the second time to have hosted this particular
event, the last being in 1993.
The American College Theatre
Festival, in addition to presenting and
producing the national festival, which
takes place every year at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C, takes a
leading role in the national performing
arts education policy and programs.
Other aims of this national theatre
education program are to identify and
promote quality in college-level theatre
production. To this end, each produc-

tion entered is eligible for a response by
a regional KC/ACTFR representative,
and certain students are selected to
participate in KC/ACTF programs
involving awards, scholarships and
special grants for actors, playwrights,
designers and critics at both the regional and national levels.
The Kennedy Center has divided
the United States into eight regions.
Clemson's being region 4, the largest,
which includes Alabama, Florida,
Georgia. Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina. South Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia, West Virginia, Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands. Out of more
than 100 entries from these 12 states,
Clemson is one of only six colleges to
have been chosen to perform in the
regional production being hosted here
next week.
Other schools that will be repre-

. Who's who part two:
hometown bands
MIKE HAWKINS

staff sriter

Last week's article featured some of the heavyweights of the
regional music scene. This week's article will focus on bands based
in the Clemson area. The bands featured below are some of the
* hottest bands coming onto Clemson's downtown scene, drawing
large crowds at concerts and making debuts at area record stores,
like Manifest.
Over the past few years, this area has not produced many note" worthy bands. Suddenly, three bands from Clemson and the surrounding area are making waves all over the region. If you are into
funk rock, hard rock, or jam bands, there are acts well worth seeing
t right in your back yard.
The Soul Question: Formed la^t year, the Soul Question has
already created a buzz all over town. Their blend of funk, pop, and
reggae thrilled crowds at Tiger Town Tavern last semester and their
, following has continued to build this spring. The Soul Question
performs a mix of original songs with some surprising covers,
including a funky version of Michael Jackson's "Billy Jean." While
opening for Albert Hill at Tiger Town Tavern last semester, The
. Soul Question received a roaring ovation. They will headline at
Tiger Town and other Clemson night spots this semester, so
remember to look for this band in upcoming social events.
Streetlight Superman: Former members of the Anderson-based
♦ band Room 23 joined with former Slim vocalist Hans Wenzel last
year to form Streetlight Superman. The band has abandoned all
Room 23 material and written totally new material. Streetlight
Superman made its debut in this area at McP's last fall and has
• toured the region heavily since then. The band will bring its heavy
modern rock sound to TD's on Feb. 13.
Grass Cactus: Since Grass Cactus formed from the remnants of
^ Southern Strange two years ago, they have established themselves
* as one of the best jam bands in the region. They produce original
songs that lend themselves to on-stage improvisation, making
them one of the few bands that can put on a completely dift ferent show each night. They are one of Tiger
Town Tavern's biggest
. —
draws and has been
since they formed. If
a you have not yet
seen their exciting,
improvisationa
show, be sure to
. catch them this
semester.
HOMETOWN

BANDS: Like
"Albert Hill,
these hot
groups new
, to the
Clemson
scene have
taken Tiger
.Country
hy storm.
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sented include William Carey College,
James Madison University, Catawba
College, Spelman College and
Northern Kentucky University. Only
one of these six schools, including
Clemson, will have their play advanced
to the Kennedy Center for a professional presentation and review in April. If
Clemson advances, as we all hope it
will, it will be one of only six schools to
be picked out of over 900 from across
the United States.
Even though the schools are competing to be selected for the national
festival in April, the emphasis is more
on sharing in the KC/ACTF goals to
help college theatre grow and to focus
attention on the exemplary work produced in college and university theaters across the nation.
SEE

HOST,

PAGE

7

THEATRE BUFFS: Allison Glenga and Thorn Seymore takt
part in The American College Theatre Festival at The
Brook's Center.

[MUSIC TEAM]

DYNAMIC
DUO
Tillinghast and Sisk make a good team

TALENT TIMES TWO: Richard Tillinghast andjulia Sisk team up to perform at the Main Street Garage in
Seneca tonight.
ELLIOT SOUTHARD

staff writer

On Friday,Jan 30, Richard Tillinghast andjulia
Sisk will perform at the Main Street Garage in Seneca.
The show will start at 9:30. The duo plays a kind of
upbeat folk rock centered around the acoustic guitar.
In a recent phone interview, Tillinghast and I talked
about making music, his influences, traveling and his
new CD.
Tillinghast was born in this area almost thirty
years ago. He grew up and went to high school here. In
fact, his dad is an English professor here at Clemson.
Tillinghast said that he started playing guitar while
he he was in high school. His brother played guitar

and showed him a few chords, but the rest he taught
himself. After high school, Richard packed up his
stuff and headed out for about seven years. He traveled across America and over to Europe. During his
travels, Tillinghast gathered knowledge and wisdom
from his experiences that have helped him in his song
writing. About four or five years ago, Richard moved
back to the area and has been making music here
since.
When asked about his influences, Tillinghast said
that many things influence his music. One person
that has had an influence on him was Leonard
Cohen, a Canadian poet. Tillinghast said that his
music is not
influenced
SEE DUO, PAGE 7
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Media scandal
We are undoubtedly
immersed in an intense relationship with the media.
Tara Wenner
Television, tabloid and print
Jtime
Out editor
journalism dominate our daily
lives, routines and values and
beliefs. We are spoon-fed stories concerning our lives as
Americans and influencing our posed extra-marital affairs of
President Kennedy, but those
beliefs by the media, staring
issues were never brought to
dazed and starry-eyed into Cthe forefront by the media in
SPAN and 24-hour news netthat time. In any other time in
works.
history, if a scandal surfaced
Frustrated and tired standabout a president, few individing in supermarket lines, we
uals would ever dare to quesglance at paparazzi-controlled
tion the president's personal
tabloids, scanning the front
life.
page, yearning to add spice to
The first instance of our fasour lives with the latest celebricination concerning the media
ty scandal. Last September, we
occurred with Nixon and the
were reminded of exactly how
Watergate scandal: The
much power the media has
Supreme Court ruled in Nixon
over our lives, as millions of
v. United States that the
people worldwide woke up
President can not claim execuearly to watch the funeral of
tive privilege, or claim that
the late Princess Di.
he/she is above the law. That
As of late, our fascination
with the media has escalated as should remain unquestionable
in circumstances where a crimwe all find ourselves hanging
inal act is involved, such as the
"on every word of White House
current question of whether or
correspondents and reporters
not Clinton is guilty of perjury
whetting our appetites about
and/or the obstruction of justhe latest scandal surrounding
tice in the Paula Jones/Monica
President Clinton. At a time
Lewinsky scandal. His personal
when "the character" of a politiaffairs, though, should indeed
cian is the topic du jour, we are
remain personal. So what if he
encouraging the media to grab
the hottest controversy and fea- cheated on Hillary?
When we encourage the
ture it in bold and blazing
headlines. Have the freedoms of media to report scandal involving the personal life of a
speech and the press crossed a
President, by buying papers
fine line by becoming the
and watching news reports, we
infringement of others' rights
are making a mockery out of
to a private life? Have we
our country, especially at a
encouraged this?
time when we should be conAt no other time in history
cerned about the very serious
have we been so obsessed with
issues regarding Iraq and its
scandal. News station ratings
store of weapons of mass
skyrocket if they report a scandestruction.
dal. Our obsession with the
Are freedoms of the press
media has heightened due to
and speech endangering us
two factors.
instead of securing our rights
First, the media market is
as Americans? These freedoms
larger than ever and more
should remain protected, but
available to us. Second, our
limited, in a sense. After all, the
views as a nation have changed
rights of one individual end
with the times. While today
when they become an infringenearly everyone owns at least
ment upon the rights of anothone TV, this was not so years
er.
ago. Media was less tangible;
In this case, our insatiable
today, though, we are bombardappetite for scandal is jeopared with 24-hour news netdizing our nation's power. We
works.
are too obsessed with the "charOur nation's views have also
acter" of our leaders, and we
changed. Years ago, there was
an unwritten code among jourTara Wenner is a senior majoring
nalists to not mingle in the priin English. E-mail comments to
vate affairs of a president. After
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.
all, we have heard of the supMMMMMXMM**il*M*MM*XXXMMMMM%**MMX*MMMMMMM*XMX*X**X*********
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Jump

Call now to find
out how you can
receive free
Internet Service
for up to six
months!

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
INMI
a
a
%*,..* Ik* HI
a
a
a
.and let TigerTel bring
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
to your fingertips!
a
a
a
Cruising
the
Internet has never been easier! With TigerTel you can
a
a
now Jump on the Net™ for just $14.95 a month and a low one-time
a
a
activation fee of $14.95. And if you sign up now, you'll receive
a
a
a coupon worth $10* off your Internet bill! All you have to do
a
is give us a call - and then the world will be yours.
a
a
a
Plus, you'll get:
a
a
• 75** hours of local access per month
a
a
• Free local access from 1a.m. - 6a.m. daily
a
a
• Access to e-mail, chat lines and news groups (at no extra charge)
a
a
• Free personal home pages***
a
• High speed X2 internet access (X2 modem required) up to
a
a
53.3 kbps at no extra charge! (Available mid-February, 1998)
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
Jump on the Net today!!!
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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the world

So what are you waiting for?

Call 1-800-821-5637 now!

30,19981

Yes, Virginia, there is a life
outside of big budget Hollywood
The film industry of the
1990s is constantly bombarding us with high priced, decadent films with staggering production costs. Due to the advent
of computerized special effects
and their costly appeal, these
• "blockbusters" are becoming an
instant cash cow for big-name
production companies.
Whether or not these films contain intelligent dialogue and
artistic expression (outside the
special effects department), is
no longer significant.
Americans have become so
"over-entertained" by these
movies that we now rely so
much on visual stimulation
that the intellectual no longer
exists.
To most independent filmmakers, creating movies that
are intelligently written, socially thought provoking and richly imaginative is their main priority. Unfortunately, "indies" are
relatively unavailable to us in
terms of exposure or availability due the incredibly meager
selection of movie theaters in
our area. Therefore, my film
picks are actually video picks.
This way, you can check them
out.
The film Night on Earth, (R
1991) by the acclaimed independent filmmaker, Jim Jarmusch,
has wide broad appeal and a
humorous nature which makes
it a prime candidate for evaluation. The film's cast is composed
of Winona Ryder, Gene
Rowlands, Giancarlo Esposito,
Rosie Perez, Armon MuellerStahl and Roberto Benigni, to
name a few.
Night on Earth vividly
chronicles the experiences of
five taxi drivers during the
course of one evening, taking

Sandi
Whrtaker
columnist

the viewer on a ride into the
realm of the comical, the sorrowful and the outrageous. Our
first journey begins with a look
into the cab of a young, tough
LA. taxi driver played by
Winona Ryder. While at the airport, Ryder picks up a well
dressed, assumedly successful
middle-aged woman. There
arises a raw connection
between these two seemingly
different people.
Unfortunately, Ryder's acting
ability proved to be less than
impressive, thus leaving the
viewer outside of the story line.
Of the five stories in this film,
this one is the least impressive.
Although then Jarmusch takes
you to New York in the second
short, I guarantee you no shortage of laughs.
Armin Mueller-Stahl is richly charming as a German
immigrant driving a taxi in
New York City. His inability to
drive catches the attention of
his fare, meritoriously played by
Giancarlo Esposito. When
Esposito's character notices his
sister-in-law, Rosie Perez, hanging out in the wrong part of
town, a biting and hilarious
feud erupts between the two,
leaving Mueller-Stahl in the
cross fire. Perez's character is so
incredibly raw that you may be
shocked at what comes out of
her mouth. But overall, the performances and the dialogue are
both witty and entertaining.

\

The third and probably
most humorous of the five stories is Roberto Benigni's portrayal of a nonsensical Italian
taxi driver in Rome who picks
up a priest late at night. After
convincing the father to hear
him confess his sins, he overwhelms this man of the cloth
with his sexual exploits involving livestock and vegetables, to
name a few! Benigni, well
known for his comedic acting
in Italy as well as America, is
highly amusing and captivating in this part.
The final two segments take
part in Paris France and
Helsinki, Finland. In Paris, taxi
driver Isaach de Bankole is
impressed and taken by a
young exotic, blind woman who
makes her way into his cab. In
Helsinki, Matti Pellonpaa plays
a Finnish cab driver with a lesson in life and loss for his
drunk, wretched, but goodnatured, passengers.
Jimjarmush's Night on
Earth is a journey that is destined to entertain. With the
exception of young Ryder, the
actors, especially Perez, and
Esposito, commendably catch
and keep their audience's attention.
Night on Earth is a definite
must-see independent film that
would make a great movie
viewing choice. And if you like
what you see, check out these
other Jarmusch films: Dead
Man (1995 R), Mystery Train
(1989 R), Down By Law (1986 R),
and Stranger than Paradise
(1984 R***).
Sandi Whitaker is a graduate student majoring in film studies. Email comments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.

Seasons by the Lake
ne's^ay
s
pecig|
ya|enti
Seasons by the Lake, featuring one of this area's well known chefs, Lee Pollard, is
offering a special Valentine's Day Dinner for two on Friday, Feb. 13 and
Saturday, Feb. 14. This all inclusive package includes:
¥
V

Two glasses of champagne
Choice of appetizer and soup
Appetizers:
Shrimp Cocktail
Spanikoita
Soups:
Lowcountry Blue Crab Soup
Soup de jour

V

Choice of entrees:
Prime Rib
Seafood Pasta
Grilled Chicken Breast with Artichokes, Mushrooms, and Julienne Vegetables
Chateaubriand

»

Choice of dessert:
Chocolate Mousse
Cheesecake

This all inclusive package for two is only $59.95! "Seasons" is located in the Madren
Conference Center at Clemson University. Call 656-7444 for reservations and
information.
Also available:
One dozen long stemmed roses for your special someone only $49.95!
(choose from red, pink, while, yellow, or peach roses) Call ahead lor
arrangements.

And remember, "Seasons" accepts Tiger Stripe!
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OUT'S
Person of the Week:

DENOCURRIS
MAD ABOUT JACK: Jack Nicholson is Melvin, the man you love to hate,
and Helen Hunt is a single mother in the heart-warming comedy As
Good as it Gets.
BRAD TINSLEY

staff writer
The well-received film As Good
as It Gets is proof that quality acting
can top some of today's most mindboggling special effects any old day
of the week. There are no jaw-dropping action sequences here, just a
character sketch that offers a tug at
the heart rather than a jolt to it.
Director/Producer James L.
Brooks' (Terms of Endearment)
romantic comedy showcases his
skillful ability to fuse earnest
drama with laugh-out-loud humor,
creating one of the most comfortable, feel-good movies of the year.
Jack Nicholson is Melvin, a cruel,
insensitive romance novelist who
suffers from obsessivecompulsive disorder and basically
offends everyone he meets.
Helen Hunt is Carol, a single
mother struggling as a waitress to
Erovide the proper medical care for
er ill son. Her biggest challenge,
though, is enduring the bitter antics
of Melvin, who eats in her cafe.
Greg Kinnear is Simon, a gay
artist who has lost his inspiration to
paint. His problems are compounded by the fact that he lives next door
to Melvin. The most important
character in the film, however, is
Simon's bulldog, Verdell, who is a
sucker for bacon. He is the only one
who can soften Melvin's hardened
exterior, which ultimately leads to
the unity of the three main characters and the beginning of their
search for happiness.
The movie's one advantage, even
before you see it, is that the stars are
all likable people themselves. Let's
face it, we all love Nicholson no
matter what kind of character he
plays. He is just as acceptable as a
devil as he is a tragic hero. With the
success of her hit TV series, Mad

As

GOOD AS IT GETS

■ Company: TriStar
■ Rated: R

■ Review: j£j^jj£j£
About You, where she plays the girlnext-door Jamie Buckman, Helen
Hunt has become a bona fide
sweetheart. At the same time, Greg
Kinnear charmed critics with his
feature film debut in 1995s Sabrina.
Combine these preconceived
notions with the fact that they are
honestly three of Hollywood's most
talented actors and actresses, and
you have one powerful film.
Though Melvin is generally a
jerk, he does have a compassionate
side, which Nicholson manages to
bring out at the very moment you
start to hate him. Nicholson's
humorous toggle between the good
and bad side evens out to a somewhat agreeable guy with some very
interesting quirks. For instance, he
uses a bar of soap only once before
he throws it away, and avoids stepping on cracks in the sidewalk.
While Nicholson, Hunt and
Kinnear show great skill in their
performances, the real scene-stealer
is the squatty little mutt, Verdell.
From the first moment we see him
sliding down a garbage shoot, you
can't help but fall for him. When
Verdell takes on the characteristics
of Melvin and begins to melt his
heart, he truly feels like a fourth
actor.
This film has something that
will appeal to a large audience: a
well-crafted script with colorful
characters, top-of-the-line acting
and a dog named Verdell. If you
can't handle another sad trip to see
Titanic, try As Good as It Gets and
experience a nice, uplifting change.

CC1110 N. Clemson Ave. 2 bedroom condo,
walking distance to campus. Furnished,washer/
dryer, private deck, garage, storage room.
$800/month. Security deposit and first month's
rent. One available now, one available Aug.
Charleston Ave, Clemson. Unfurnished Townhouse,
4 bedroom. Washer/dryer hook up, deck. 12 month
lease. $700, security deposit and first month's
rent. Available Aug. 98
Sick of roommates? Little house for rent. Just
right for one person. Convenient location to Lake
Keowee Marina, shopping, 7 miles to Clemson
University. $350/month, unfurnished. One year
lease and security deposit.

Do you know who Deno
the beautiful setting...and secdetailed description, but my
Curris is? Of course you all
ond, the affection and loyalty of assistant said, "Now we know
should know that he is our
its graduates."
the exact floor plan so students
school's president, but do you
During his free time that he
can rob it." Consequently, parknow the man behind the larg
seldomly gets, he enjoys the
ticulars will be omitted from
er than life title? I bet that you
outdoors. "I particularly enjoy
this column, but he did say
didn't know that he likes
fishing, hiking, driving around
"The private areas in my home
mushrooms and
are not much difsausage on his
ferent from your
pizza and that his
home...we basifavorite color is.of
cally hang
course, orange.
around the food
In a candid
and the tube."
interview with
As I noted the
President Curris
classical tunes
earlier this month, I
softly playing in
sat down to discovthe background, 1
er that he is quite
asked him if he
an interesting felliked rap music.
low, and he's an
After he chuckincredibly magnetled quite a bit, he
ic personality.
said "That's the
Deno Curris was
one kind of
born in Lexington, QUESTIONING CURRIS: Time Out editor Tara Wenner chats
music I do not
KY, and later
like."
with president Curris
attended the
In response to
University of
my clincher
Kentucky where he majored in
and biking." On occasion, you
question regarding whether or
political science, later going on
may find him strolling the
not he had ever been ticketed
to master in the same subject at campus or admiring the
on campus, he replied
the University of Illinois.
"Uh...(silence)yeah, I had gotten
Botanical Gardens.
Before he came to Clemson,
After the basics were disa ticket when I didn't display
he had experiences as
cussed, I was burning to ask
my parking pass...when I
President at two other colleges
him what the huge antebellum
appealed it, they were kind
and also has experience as a
presidential mansion is like
enough to let me off"
vice president and a Dean.
inside. After a verbose descripKudos to President Curris,
What he enjoys most about
tion of the house's layout, I
and be sure to be on the lookout
Clemson is "...two things...one is
decided not to publish a
for our next cool person pick!

Hi Becoming

Then attend the
mandatory
candidates
meeting in
the Senate
Chambers
on Feb. 9th
at 9:00 PM

LBS PROPERTIES
864-882-3953
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WhafsHappening
FRIDAY, JAN. 30

• Squat at
Backstreets. 10 p.m.
• Craven Melon at
Tiger Town Tavern. 10
p.m.
• B93.7 Ladies' Night
Dance Party at
Characters in Greenville.
9:30 p.m. - 4 a.m.
• Travis Allison at the
Esso Club. 10 p.m.
• Unabnormal with Drip
at Rumors. 10 p.m.

SATURDAY; JAN.

3i

• The Nerd at The
Warehouse Theatre in
Greenville running
through Feb. 8. Call 864322-1321 for ticket reservations.
SUNDAY, FEB. 1
• The Nerd at The
Warehouse Theatre in
Greenville. Call 864-3221321 for ticket reservations.

ing Hip-Hop and R&B at
Characters in Greenville.
11 p.m. -3:30 a.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4
• B93.7 Top 40
College Night at
Characters in Greenville.
9:30 p.m. - 4 a.m.

THURSDAY, FEB. 12
• The Good Doctor at
Foothills Playhouse in
Easley. Call 864-8551817 for more info.
FRIDAY, FEB. 13
• Mishap at Edgar's.

10 p.m.
• The Good Doctor at
Foothills Playhouse in
Easley. Call 864-8551817 for more info.
SATURDAY, FEB. 14
• The Good Doctor at
Foothills Playhouse in
Easley. Call 864-855-

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR FREE,
CALL 656-0986
1817 for more info.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 18
• Third Eye Blind and
Smash Mouth with special guests Space
Monkey live in Concert at
Characters in Greenville.

THURSDAY, FEB. 5
• Special Event Night
at Characters in
Greenville. Call 864-2340370 to find out who's
playing.
• 2 skinne j's at the
Magnolia St. Pub in
Spartanburg.
FRIDAY, FEB. 6
• B93.7 Ladies Night
Dance Party at
Characters in Greenville.
9:30 p.m. - 4 a.m.
SATURDAY, FEB. 7
• Squirt Live at
Rumors. 10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11

TUESDAY, FEB. 3
• Hip-Hop Night featur-

• Male Revue at
Characters in Greenville.

CRAVING SWEET TEA: Don't miss your chance to see Craven Melon's appearance at Tiger Town tonight.

ELEANOR'S Flowers & Balloons

Work?
Save money?
Be responsible?

920 Bypass 123, Seneca
(Across from Wendy's, on your way to WalMart)

the Clog'*

• Flowers
• Balloons
• Cards
• Gifts

We accept all
major credi
cards. We
deliver!

• Customized Baskets
"Chicken Soup Baskef
"Exam Basket"
• Cakes

654-8026 or 1-800-654-8026

rJudge Keller's Store
A favorite for 99 years!
• ^fcitat

Simple.
TigerTown Graphics
360 College Ave.
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Polartec
Vests &
Pullovers

^

Swiss Army
Watches &
Knives

Pointer
Jeans &
Overalls

367 College Ave. 6S4-6446

^J

Called home lately?

1-800-COLLECT

|£

^

.WW-fc'a^jfi*

son

P LACE

IM Us Be Your Home Away From Home!"

«i

UVIN6/IWW6

Exclusively Featuring
•3 Bedroom Duplex Apts w/ Private Bathroom In Each Bdrm
•24-hour Monitored Electronic Security System
•Completely Furnished Living, Dining and Bedrooms
•Fully Equipped Kitchen: Icemaker, Dishwasher, Microwave
•Full-size Washer & Dryer in each Apartment
•Energy Efficient - Total Electric
•Individual Leases
•On-Site Management & Maintenance Staff
•9-feet Ceilings
•Reserved Parking Space For Each Resident
•Planned Social Activities
•And So Much More!
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98 Clemson Place Circle
Clemson, S.C. 29631

864-653-9500
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MusicReviews
of Mazzy Star. Don't get me wrong,
I like Mazzy Star. However, one cannot take but so many slow, lingering songs in a row ... unless you're
looking for a nap.
Overall, Kellman's sound is
decent, but it is generic. She is a talented young artist with potential,
but with no momentum and nothing new to offer the world of music.
In other words. 1 wouldn't pass over
the opportunity to hear the CD, but
if you're not into the female solo
artist thing, then In the Galaxy is
probably not a wise investment.

Another Girl
Inthe Galaxy
BMC

awn

ffrf

to give StemForever Up a chance to
redeem themselves, I continued to
read the remaining lyrics off the
back of the CD jacket. This couldn't
have been a bigger waste of my
time.
I have concluded that the only
thing that the band StemForever
Up has done correctly is to name
themselves appropriately. This is
due to the fact that when you suck
this bad, the only way to go is up.
-Todd Allen

loved one. "Underspent and too
young too. I stumbled on to a picture of you, you wild bitter tale all
cherry, oak and tears."
The clearest image comes in the,
"Song of 27," where Buckner sings,
"The wind has wept and the sky is
slurred. But we slept through the
sunrise too. I'm dreaming still who
we were. Though I may be miles
away from her."
This album is for those who are
tired of the generic cliche guitar
rock of artists such as Matchbox 20
and the middle school meanderings of Hanson and the Spice Girls.
Instead, this is an album that is true
and pure and straight from the
heart.

Appalachian-esque ballad, "Ed's
Song," where Buckner's voice quivers as he sings, "Tough-is-as-shedoes, won't you slump on over and
stir my shuffle board? For once
devotion is enough."
The songs on Devotion and
Doubt are like highways gently
unfolding before you. Sounds ranging from the quiet strum of an
acoustic guitar, to the whisper of a
snare drum and the haunting
echoes of a steel guitar. The instrumentation is sparse, opting for a
more honest sound. The songs are
highly impressionistic, creating
characters, places and events that
seem familiar. The song, "Lil Wallet
Picture," discusses the memories a
little wallet picture brings of a lost

-Daniel Presnell

-Andrea M. DeGaetani

Despite what you might read
about her, Lynne Kellman actually
is just Another Girl. She does have a
sweet voice and she does seem well
connected to her music, but the
truth is Kellman's talents are nothing new. She is the typical female
artist of the times - the kind of act
that, with a more subtle sound,
could be part of Lilith Fair. Not to
dismiss her talent, for In the Galaxy.
is not a bad CD, but I would not go
as far as ranking her up with artists
like Jewel or Sarah Maclaughlin.
As far as voice is concerned,
Kellman's sound is much like that
of the Cranberries... if they were 16
years old, that is. Her young voice is
not at all annoying because it is
well matched with harmony and
musical backdrop. The first five
tracks are upbeat and entertaining - the kind of music for driving or
cleaning a house. With a free-spirited sound of the violin, many of the
songs reflect the musical style of
Abra Moore.
The first track "In Interstate" has
a mystical, fairly slow pace with
occasional quick, loud drum interludes. Track two, "Anything for
You," has a similar sound, but is
lighter and more upbeat. Many of
Kellman's songs, even some of the
more upbeat tracks, seem to be love
songs. What makes them interesting, however, is that they are love
songs for the self — positive lyrics
from a seemingly strong soul.
Aside from any credit I can give
the first half of the CD, I can not
give praise to any of the songs after
the fifth track. Throughout the rest
of CD there is no true style change.
In "Holiday," she makes an attempt
to change pace, but I think the CD
would be better if the song wasn't
even on it. The rest of the second
half is slow and drawn out, each
song sounding like the previous. As
the songs go on, I gradually lose
interest in the monotony and find
myself comparing it to the ballads

Richard Buckner
Devotion and Doubt
MCA

Stemforever

Up
Ignition Records Inc.

*
You know the old adage that if
you put a million monkeys in a
room with a number of typewriters
for an extended period of time, they
will produce a novel. Well in this
case, each monkey was given an
instrument and their bananas were
taken away from them. This made
for some really angry and disturbed
apes which produced a violent,
uneducated sound.
With names like Skat on guitar,
Ocean on vocals, Edd on drums,
and Bill playing the bass guitar, the
avid listener should have seen a little red flag go up in their heads
telling he or she to buckle up, this
music is going to be a bumpy ride.
Personally, I have never heard
more ignorant, uncomprehensible
lyrics to so many songs. Thank God
there are only six tracks. To quote
this idiocy, 1 give you a sampling of
the lyrics from track three named
"Drop the Bomb." "Snuff you out
smoke you out, I know you're hiding
out, I can smell the yellow mustard." Did a third grader write these
lyrics?
Maybe it is just me, but I did not
understand or grasp the message
the band was trying to convey.
Honestly, I don't believe the band
has a clue what their message is
either. I've got an idea, do yourselves
a favor and stop singing and just
play the music. However, wanting

Devotion and Doubt is Richard
Buckner's major label debut and follow up to 1995s Bloomed. Backed by
the likes of Joey Burns and John
Convertino (Giant Sand, Friends of
Dean Martinez, Calexico) and producer J.D. Foster, this is one of the
best albums to come out in. 1997.
Upon listening to this CD, one
cannot help but think of hot summer days fading into simmering
evenings where lovers dance on
their front porches with the wind
of the ceiling fan blowing on their
bare shoulders as the sweat beads
glisten and hang on the slick
amber-colored curves of their beer
bottles.
Buckner's smooth voice and
poetic lyrics ramble over subjects
such as dances, highways, houses,
ghosts, postcards and pocketknives,
all of which are treated with passion and fervor. Sounding as honest
and poetic as the late great Townes
Van Zandt, Buckner's lyrics
demand devotion and leave no
doubt.
Lyrics such as, "Once upon a
blue thing or two, eyes and sighs
and a moon confused," Buckner
sings in "A Goodbye Rye." Or the
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The Divine Comedy
Casanova
Darren Alison and Neil Hannon

#'«»$$$
Still deciding what to get your
sweetheart for Valentine's Day?
Try a little of The Divine Comedy,
a.k.a. Neil Hannon. Casanova is
Hannon's third album, released
last year in the U.K. where it has
elevated him to the top of the pop
stars.
The
opening
track,
"Something For The Weekend,"
employs an uplifting, 30-piece
orchestra with a sound reminiscent of the late 60s. He seems to

combine the romance of Frank
Sinatra with the song-writing of
Peter Hammill and a musical
touch that seems to verge on the
operatic at times. The U.K. hit single, "The Frog Princess," skewers
the notion of true love in this
masterful, baroque pop with
lyrics such as "just one kiss/could
turn my frog into a cow" and
imagining his frog princess
"beneath a shining guillotine."
For this singer/songwriter
who has been described in
England as "the Irish king of the
bitter-sweet lurve ditty," and
whose material was labeled
"bouncy, orchestra-laden pop,"
this is a remarkable album which
has talent, originality, passion
and intensity.
From the first song to the last,
Casanova is the sound of pop
genius. On February 10, the band
is also releasing their fourth
major album, A Short Album
About Love. The Divine Comedy
will be on tour, with full orchestra, this coming March.
-Mindy Hertzog

WSBF

pick be
week

OUTSTANDING WOMAN NOMINATION FORM
The President's Commission on the Status of Women at Clemson University
annually honors individuals who have made outstanding contributions to improve
the status of women on the campus of Clemson University. Categories include
academic faculty, classified staff, graduate student, undergraduate student, and
distinguished (other). To nominate an individual please submit this completed
form, two letters of recommendation supporting the nomination, and a two-page
(max) copy of the nominee's resume, vita, or summary of accomplishments.
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS FEBRUARY 16, 1998
Honorees will be recognized by the University President at a reception to be held
on March 10, 1998, at 4 p.m., in the Rotunda of the Strom Thurmond Institute

^P

Order your Valentine a special homemade treat

flp from Something From Home..

9

9
9

pioe Sweet Treats 'fp

^p %fc*>S Choose from either of these
Aft *^\
two tempting treats:
Aft
^P
flB

• 6" Heart-shaped Strawberry
Cheeseeake with Whipped Topping

^r
flO

fp

1 si i.oo 1

qp

fp
M
qp

• A 12" Chocolate Chip Cookie Cake with
1 leart or Rosebud Design
~$ 14.50

Categories (please check box indicating category for nomination consideration)
Academic faculty
Classified staff
Graduate Student
Distinguished (other)
Undergraduate Student
NOMINEE INFORMATION
Name
Campus Address_

_Telephone_

NOMINATOR INFORMATION
Name
Campus Address_

_Telephone_

What specifically has the nominee done to promote the status of women at
Clemson University:

f>
fA
SUBMIT TO:
Professor Dori Helms, Chair
President's Commission on the Status of Women
301-J Brackett Hall
Clemson, SC 29634-5564

qp

fljn Call 656-2058 to place an ardor! flp
^B (Jasli, Visa/Ml. , or I i^er stripe V tvptcd.

^f
■««#
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In spite of girl power, Spiceworld fails to deliver a punch
SPICEWORLD

KEVIN CHALK

stall writer

SPICE UP YOUR LIFE: The Spice Girlsfollow in the footsteps of the Beatles as they take their
talents to the bigscreen.

HOST

1
In the three days the festival will
be here, there will be six plays performed and a plethora of other
activities designed to attract everyone with an interest in theatre.
Over a thousand different theatre
lovers and professionals are expected to attend the festival.
For those of you who may be
interested, there will be many
opportunities to get involved no
matter what your interest, be it
writing, acting or even stage cornerbacks, so call the performing
arts department today for festival
registration information at (864)
656-3043.
There are advantages to registering for the festival verses buying
tickets, some of which include
admission to workshops and events
that others will not be allowed to
FROM PAGE

attend. Cost for registering for the
entire event will be $30.
To see the plays separately, you
can purchase tickets for $5 per performance at the Brooks Center box
office. For ticket information, call
656-7787 Monday-Friday 1-5 p.m.
Thanks to Clifton S.M. Egan,
Chair of the Dept. of Performing
Arts, and Mark J. Charney Regional
Vice Chair of the Kennedy Center
American College Theater Festival
and member of the English dept.,
for aiding in the compilation of this
information.
THE BOTTOM LINE

What: American College
Theatre Festival
Where: Brooks Center
When: Feb. 5-7

TUNE-UP CITY
•$•£—-^
M BK
'

800 Old Greenville Hwy.
Clemson, S.C. 29633
(864) 654-6693
Larry Sullivan - Owner

DUO

■ Company: Columbia Pictures

There was a point a while ago when the
hit single Wannabe was on a seemingly continuous rotation. And as much as I was compelled to hum the catchy ditty I found myself
annoyed at the increased play. I guess that it's
now evident from Spiceworld, the Spice Girls'
major film debut, that too much spice can
leave a bad taste in your mouth.
You have to applaud these Spice Girls
(Victoria Addams, Melanie Brown, Emma
Bunton, Melanie Chisholm, Geri Haliwell) for
sustaining enough "Girl Power" for this feature-length movie, even if they have overstayed their welcome. Spiceworld chronicles
(sort of) the backstage antics of the fabulous
five before a big live event. We find them dealing with a sleazy tabloid mogul and his dirtdigger, a pregnant friend, a documentary
crew, their frantic boss (Richard E. Grant) and
hordes of dedicated fans. Music icons Elton
John, Bob Geldof, Elvis Costello and Meat
Loaf also show up with thankless cameos.
Disregard the fact that this movie missed
Spicemania by about four months and focus
on how misguided of a farce Spiceworld really is. What possibly could have been an
enjoyable and informative documentary on
the girls' rise to superstardom results in a poor
and ultimately pointless collage of moments.
Director Bob Spiers (TV's Absolutely
Fabulous) tries hard to make something of
this dull script, but he doesn't. None of the
events really add up to any particular accomplishment and the fantasy element takes
away any realistic quality, which is so crucial
in this particular movie. Plus, there are plenty
of musical interludes for the fans, but these
scenes are tacked on and they distract from
any direction the film may have been heading toward.
Some things to enjoy in the film include
the outrageously vibrant costumes and that

1
by other music as much as it is by
literature and culture. Richard
loves to read and is always into a
book. Currently he is reading a
book by Frank Waters about the
Indians of the Southwest. He also
told me that he lives in the woods
and that has a big influence on
his music making. However,
Tillinghast told me that his
biggest influence is his girlfriend,
Julia. Not only is she his girlfriend, but she is also his musical
partner, editor and critic, traveling companion and best friend.
FROM PAGE

■ Rated: PG
■ Review: 0$0

ever-so-radiant energy, but these are thing:
we can experience elsewhere in the girl:
music and videos. (There is, however, a funn;
scene where the girls impersonate each other
So what exactly is Spiceworld's point ir
existing? I thought it would present a nev
slant on the individuals in order for us t<
appreciate them a little more. However,
gained no new perspective of the girls, excep
for an increased awareness of their immaturi
tyAnd immature is the word that stuck dur
ing my entire viewing of the movie, with th
exception of Victoria (Posh for those wh<
know those names), who maintains a con
stant sense of dry humor throughout
Spiceworld is obviously inspired by thosi
hilarious films by the Beatles (Help! is m;
favorite), but it just lacks the sense of genuine
nuttiness that made those movies so effective
Sure, the girls try. In fact they try too hard, si
their efforts are discernible and therefor*
laughably embarrassing.
What I want, what I really really want i
to know why Spiceworld was created. I'm stil
not sure, but if anything, it proves that today'
pop sensation is as terminable as the com
mon cold. It's the underlying rule of pop cul
ture that what is here today will most likel;
be gone tomorrow, and the Spice Girls havi
surely outlasted others like, let's say, Vanill,
Ice, but they really are on their way out. Hac
the movie taken a more distinguished or seri
ous approach, the filmmakers might havi
sparked some interest from their audience
But as it is, Spiceworld doesn't even revolve, i
just twirls in its own mindless orbit.

Tillinghast has been all over
America and said that he has
three places to go. The first place
is the Southwest around New
Mexico. He said that the cultures
there were interesting to him. His
second place was the northwest
near Portland. Tillinghast said
that he enjoyed the California
area. He loves the woods and hiking and camping. He also kayaks.
We also talked about his new
CD, Men and Their Machines.
Tillinghast told me that some of
the songs on the CD are new, but
others have been evolving for several years. When I asked him what
he liked about his CD, he told me

SHOWS
PRESENTS

CHOICE OF 8 DINNERS FOR

•Tune-Ups
•Computer Diagnostic

he liked that it was really lyricoriented. In his songwriting,
Tillinghast concentrates a,gteat
deal on his lyrics. He has written
from all of his experiences and
says that the CD can expand people's horizons who have not been
around the world. Richard's
favorite song on the CD was the
title track, "Men and Their
Machines." This CD is available at
Manifest Discs and Tapes.
If you are looking for great
music and a good time on Friday
night, head to the Main Street
Garage in Seneca to hear
Tillinghast and Sisk. It will be an
acoustic show.

£v<

»Air Conditioning Repair

$69.96 Most Cars

TTomestyl^ dinners

Oil & Lube& Filter

$17.95 Most Cars

(Served with your choice of two vegetables)
Country Fried Steak
Charbroiled Chicken
Fried Chicken Fillets
Chopped Beef Steak

Transmission Service

$59.95 Most Cars

Brake Job

**For Students & Faculty Only. Must Present Ad
We can take care of your Japanese Import Cars &
Trucks Service & Repairs.

Call Today For Appointment
Ask For Larry

Or try nn<> nf nnr nth<»r menu favoritesi
Chicken Stir Fry with Rice
Spaghetti
Any Burger with Fries
Baked Fish
***Add All-You-Care-To-Eat Soup, Salad and

Fruit Bar for only $1.50.

Every Monday night from 5 to Close.
*With College ID - Student or Faculty
♦Not valid with any other coupon, discount or offer.
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HOROSCOPE
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

You seem to be in danger of
spreading yourself too thin. Taking
on too many things at once usually means that you can't put your
best effort into any of them.
Picking just a few things that you
really enjoy will turn out to be
much more rewarding in the long
run. Sticking your nose into everything can also serve to make you
extremely annoying (e.g. Puff
Daddy).
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

Some people just don't know
how annoying they are. This week,
take it upon yourself to tell them. If
they're annoying, you don't really
care what they think of you anyway, right? 1 guarantee you'll feel
much better afterwards. Silence
may be golden, but telling people
off sure is a lot more fun.
Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)

You have been being a really
big dork lately. Everytime some-
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one asks you to do something
you're
always
studying.
Remember, all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy. Then again,
being a little dull is much better
than failing out of college and living with mom and dad for the rest
of your life.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20)

This week, take some time out
from your busy schedule to reflect
on some of the important choices
you have made in you life. For
example, are you absolutely positive that blue is your favorite color?
Do you really hate the taste of
broccoli? Are you sure you wouldn't rather be a truck driver than a
chemical engineer? Just something
to think about.

from what your heart tells you to
do. Just make sure you don't keep
yourself in a situation that continually grinds you down. You are
worth a lot more than that.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Feeling a bit homesick? Miss
those home-cooked meals? You
can always go back (assuming
your old room hasn't been turned
into an office). And you don't even
have to give up your independence.
Yeah, right.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)

If you lie down with dogs, you
wake up with fleas. You must be
itching a lot lately, because that
crowd you've been hanging
around is up to some pretty shifty
stuff. If you wish to remain the
pristine pillar of perfection you
have been until now, find some
new friends. Otherwise, enjoy your
new life on the wild side.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Sometimes all the advice in the
world just doesn't help. As much as
you know what you snould do, it is
often very hard to separate that

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)

Don't be too quick to judge
people on their outward appearance. Many people have an out-

ward facade they like to show to
the world, but often times you'd be
surprised what lies just beneath
the surface. Just because someone
doesn't look like you doesn't mean
they don't share some of the same
interests.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Not feeling like your normal,
sassy self lately? Classes got you
down? Don't worry, things will be
looking up sometime in the near
future. Try doing something fun or
out of the ordinary to get you out
of that rut. You could go camping,
reorganize your sock drawer, or
clean out your refrigerator. Just
make sure not to get too crazy.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

Do you ever get the feeling that
you've
forgotten something
important? It's probably true, since
all that useless crap you've been
shoving into your brain has to go
somewhere. So what if you forgot
your mother's birthday? You know
exactly how to sequence a 40
residue polymer using seven different methods. Mom would be
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proud of you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

You're probably starting to
realize now that putting everything off until the last minute just
doesn't work. Sure, we would all
like to go out and have fun instead
of doing our homework, but teach ers don't usually take that as an
excuse for late work. Either buckle
down and start getting things
done or start coming up with sonic
pretty convincing lies.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)

It sure is great to find something you thought you had lost forever. It's almost as great as not losing it in the first place. You could
help your little problem of misplacing things by coming up with
a better system of organization.
Throwing all your stuff on your
floor when you get home may
seem like a good idea at the time,
but as the pile gets bigger, it also
gets harder to Find things when
you need them

IANUARY

Greenville disc jockey
convicted for driving blind
ASSOCIATED PRESS

GREENVILLE, S.C. _ An outlandish program stunt elicited a
$200 fine for a radio host who drove
blindfolded through rush-hour
traffic as a tribute to Ray Charles.
Paul Thomas Breakfield, known
as Tom Steele on WFBC-FM's
"Hawk and Tom" morning show,
was convicted Thursday oi reckless
driving for wearing a blindfold
while negotiating Interstate 385.
In addition to the fine,
Breakfield was sentenced to 240
hours of community service.
Breakfield, 30, said he was disappointed with the jury's verdict and

S*~

thought the punishment was a bit
harsh.
The disc jockey testified that he
had heard that Charles had driven a
car and he wanted to try it as a tribute to the blind musician.
He wore a blindfold Sept. 23
while driving a company van
along two Greenville streets before
turning onto 1-385, assisted by a
radioproducer who relayed driving
instructions from the passenger
seat. Parts of the stunt were broadcast live.
Breakfield's lawyer contended
that the disc jockey could see
because the blindfold was made of
a see-through material.

LBS MINI-WAREHOUSES
882-6388
5X10
5X12
10X10
10X12
10X24

SPECIAL EVENTS
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S23.00/M0.
S25.00/M0.
S35.00/M0.
S40.00/M0.
S60.00/M0.

Located on HWY 28 in Seneca
Ask about our Student Special!

POWER
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include priority registration, preference for dorms, interpreters, assistive
listening devices, auxiliary aids and

1

Chevrolet."
According to the Faculty and
Staff Guide for Students With
Disabilities, a reasonable accommodation is a "modification or
adjustment to a course, program,
service, activity, or facility to
enable a qualified student with a
disability the opportunity to attain
the same level of performance as is
available to a student without a
disability."
Some of the accommodations

"It's just a hassle because
often I have to go around
my elbow to get to my
nose."
WALTER FRALIX

junior architecture major
services taped lectures, document
conversation, assistive technology
and accessible classrooms.

Martin stressed that each student seeking her services is treated
individually. "Most students are
self-reliant and don't want to ask
for help," she commented. "But if a
person calls, [the situation] is
immediately taken care of.
In Fralix's case, he didn't get the
BMW, the Cadillac, or the
Chevrolet. He got the Pinto. But
sadly, with a limited staff and budget, this is often the way it goes.
Fralix realizes that Clemson's
accommodations aren't the best,
but accepts them the way they are.
"I've got bigger issues to deal
with," he said.

Wo re
loin us for classes every week
in the Brooks Center. Dancers
of all levels are welcome.
Take alt the classes you
want for only 5&1 & per
semester- For more
information,
contact:
jlligon
Jenn - 858-4161
Kelley - 858-3636 ksnelli
\V1Tks

JCX^&s
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WEDNESDAY, FEB. llth

XANADU MALE REVUE
VALENTINE'S DAY SHOW

CLEMSON'
UNIVERSITY

giOO pJH. • $b (21+) / «8 (18-SO)

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 18th

THIRD EYE BLIND
AND

SMASH MOUTH

YEAR 2000 CONVERSION
Friday, February 13-Sunday, February 22, 1998

with special guests

SPACE MONKEYS
7100 pja. • tzo.oo « XS or outer

Students, staff and faculty will NOT have access to
information in the student database Friday, February 13Sunday, February 22, 1998, while Computer Center personnel
upgrade the system so it will recognize the year 2000 and
beyond. Depending on how well the conversion process goes,
the "down time" could extend beyond February 22.

THURSDAY, FEB. 26th

GOV'T MULE
with special guests

THE DEREK TRUCKS BAND
8tx> p.m. • Sio.oo • IS or older

DURING THE YEAR 2000
CONVERSION PROCESS:
^- Students cannot access SIS to drop courses or
see DPR.
>• Staff cannot access student information on-line

WEDNESDAYS

COLLEGE NIGHT
DANCE PARTY!
9:30 p.m.-4:00 a.m.

THURSDAYS
SPECIAL EVENT
NIGHT!
See listing above for
upcoming events

m

FRIDAYS
LADIES NIGHT
DANCE PARTY!
940 p.m.-4:00 a.m.
Free admission lor ladies!

CHARACTERS • 234-0370

to answer questions or accomplish routine
administrative tasks.
^ Transcripts cannot be produced.
>■ Verification of enrollment cannot be processed.
>■ Faculty cannot use SDB or CRSM system.
>• Other information or production processes linked
to student data stored in the mainframe will not,
be available.
Your patience is appreciated.
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Southern family bonds through makiri bacon
BEULAVILLE,N.C. - Some people get together over cards, others
play golf, some meet to discuss
books.
But at Smith Farms near
Beulaville, six families and their
neighbors enjoy a communal activity rarely seen nowadays: hog
killing.
One day last week, with the
waning sunlight shining through
an open barn door, friends and
neighbors stood in assembly-line
fashion at four makeshift tables.
They patted meat, stuffed
sausage skins and wrapped chops
in clean white paper the flesh of 16
hogs dispatched the previous day
and carved up as part of a traditional hog killing.
The scene is hard to come by
these days, when the ease of grocery stores and the time-conscious
mentality of modern life have nearly eliminated hog killings from
rural community traditions.
Chatting and occasionally
stretching their backs while they
worked, group members admitted
the toil was tough.
"This is once a year, and you
dread it about as much as you ever
do anything because it's so much
work," said Donna Smith of Smith
Farms.
But she said it's worthwhile, not
just to strengthen ties with family
and neighbors, but also for the taste.
This is so much better than
you'd get in the grocery store," she
said. The pale, severed swine heads
were piled in a deep metal bucket
near the doorway; heaps of backbones, roasts and chops crowded
the floor as a buzz-saw cut ribs into
manageable sections. At one table,
87-year-old Ruby Smith packed
meat tirelessly, though she'd been
there all day.
"We're not made that tough anymore," Donna Smith said, admiringly of her grandmother.
The hogs each weighed 400 to
500 pounds, and virtually none of
their body parts will be left after a
year's worth of meals.

A bucket full of pigs' feet will be
pickled. The heads will be pulled
for souse meat, another kind of
pickled treat.
The organs were mashed and
mixed to create an ashen-black
paste called liver pudding, contained in a wooden tub that was a
frequent stop for workers looking
for a finger-full of the country
dessert.
The skins will be cooked, the
hams salted, the sausages dried.
The tails are a favorite of Mrs.
Smith's grandfather, Leland, 74,
who has done this all his life.
Outside, Bobby Mayhew stirred
a large vat of boiling lard to produce a country delicacy, cracklings,
traditionally eaten with pieces of
sweet potato.
The hogs had been shot in the
head the day before and their
throats slit to keep the blood from
spoiling the meat.
That day's work included shaving their hair off, decapitating and
gutting them. The carcasses hung
in the chilly barn overnight, awaiting the next day's carving.
Not many farmers bother with
the arduous task anymore.
"They quit doing it," said Junior
Byrd, whose family would have a
freezer full of pork afterward. "It's a
dying breed."
Large-scale hog farms have
largely replaced the need for smaller farmers to slaughter their own
hogs.
Smith Farms has 6,100 hogs, but
none of them can be used for the
families because they're under contract for sale. The 16 hogs killed this
week came from Leland Smith's
small farm nearby, where he raises
them on dirt, not in cramped hog
houses.
Jerry Pridgen, who owns a small
farm in Rocky Point in Pender
County, stopped killing his own
hogs at least six years ago. His family would get together with neighbors and kill 10 to 12 hogs.
Pridgen misses the community
ties associated with hog killings.

N0VELNEWS
"It's more or less a lost art," he
said.
Tissue issue settled at Harvard
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Two crusading students who made an issue
of toilet tissue achieved victory
with word that Harvard is going
two-ply.
Dormitories and public bathrooms on campus will be stocked
with cushier toilet paper as the current supply of one-ply is exhausted,
Dean of the College Harry R.
Lewis said freshman Ted Wright
got elected to the Undergraduate
Council this month after campaigning with the slogan:
"Cleaning up the UC with two-ply
toilet paper."
Last month, Geoffrey Upton, a
junior, wrote a column in the
Harvard Crimson calling for
replacing one-ply. "You don't think
Dean of the College Harry R. Lewis
'68 goes home to one-ply every
night, do you?" he wrote.
For the record, two-ply tissue
had already been available in some
dormitories.
Man pleads guilty to
possession of cigarettes
MARYVILLE, Mo. - Donald
Fleming didn't want to risk a conviction and lengthy prison term, so
he pleaded guilty-to possessing cigarettes.
Cigarettes? He was to face trial
on the charge Thursday.
Heming's trouble began in
August 1996 when he turned himself in at the Nodaway County Jail
in northwest Missouri to serve 45
days for probation violation.
When Heming arrived at the jail
in Maryville, he had with him a
grocery bag containing some clothing and personal effects, including

two packs of cigarettes and two
books of matches.
The jail has a no-smoking policy,
so Heming's cigarettes and the
matches were taken when he was
processed for admission.
After Heming had served his
sentence, he found out that he'd
been charged with two felonies for
bringing the cigarettes and matches to jail with him.
He was accused of possession of
an alkaloid the cigarettes and a
weapon the matches.
The law being used to prosecute
Heming is part of Senate Bill 450,
which was passed by the Missouri
General Assembly in 1986. It was
designed to prosecute inmates and
others who possess or attempt to
deliver controlled substances in
correctional facilities.
A defining term in that law is
"alkaloid," an organic substance
found in controlled substances but
also including nicotine and caffeine.
Thus, such items as cigarettes,
coffee, chocolate and certain soft
drinks are technically alkaloids.
The defense argues that Heming
never possessed the cigarettes and
matches as a prisoner in the jail
because they were taken from him
before he was incarcerated.
Heming, 23, of Hamburg, Iowa,
could have faced a minimum of five
years and up to 40 years in prison.
He faced a longer-than-normal sentence because Nodaway County
authorities filed for prior-persistent
offender status based on his pastconvictions for forgery and burglary.
The Missouri Court of Appeals
and Supreme Court declined to
stop the prosecution, and Heming's
trial was to have taken place this
week.
There will be no incarceration
with his negotiated plea, which
admits guilt only to possession of
an alkaloid and agrees to a 30-day
jail sentence, with 30 days credit
given for time already served,
according to Cole Eason, Heming's

attorney.
Hearings in the case last year
produced testimony from jailers in
other northwest Missouri counties
where smoking is allowed.
Testimony came from State Sen.
Harold Caskey, the Butler Democrat
who wrote the bill and thinks the
prosecution of Heming not only is
unfair, but also is a waste of judicial
and correctional resources.
"The senator is working on a bill
that would alleviate the problem of
the sort that occurred in Nodaway
County," Kim Green, Sen.
Caskey's administrative assistant, said Thursday from Jefferson
City.
"The law was never intended
to apply to chocolate, tobacco or
soft drinks - it was meant to
apply to narcotics. The use of it
inNodaway County was ludicrous," she said.
Coffee crooks nabbed by
police
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Two robbers who stole money from convenience stores by tossing hot coffee
on the clerks and grabbing cash
from the register have been charged
with second-degree robbery.
Officials say Annita Williams,
31, of Riverside, Mo, and Kenneth
W Ray 11,27, of Kansas City, robbed
an ice cream store and three convenience stores in the Kansas City
area this week by posing as customers buying coffee.
When the clerk opened the register, the suspects would heave the
coffee toward the clerk's face and
raid the cash drawer, officials said.
Ms. Williams has been charged
with four counts of second-degree
robbery in Clay County Circuit
Court, and Ray has been chargedwith three counts. Both are in the
county jail on $75,000 bond.
The two suspects were arrested
Wednesday after a police officer
saw Ray leaving a service station
that had just been robbed.

CORRECTION
There was an error in last week's article "Abortion
Debate Continues." The actual percentage of women
that will have one abortion in their lifetime should
read 43 percent instead of four percent.
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Purchase rlowers ror your special V
Valentine at a spectacular price!!! ^

^P Choose from red, pink, yellow, white, or peach roses:
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•fiv One (Dozen Long Stemmed <Rpses 'Wrapped.
_^ v One (Dozen Long Stemmed lapses in 'Vase
» 1/2 (Dozen Long Stemmed'Roses
V
('Wrappedor in Vase)
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$60.00
$65.00
$35.00
$15.00
$20.00
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(all 656-2058 to place your order today and receive best ^
availability!
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$5.00 Delivery Charge in Clemson Area
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Happ\ Valentine's Day from Clemson Catering! an
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TO JAMAICA TO rrrw. ALBIOMT - FOB AN DKBrLnV^Bw PftiCtrHI

PACKAGE INCLUDES
• Bound-Trip Airfare
Round-Trip Airport
a, Hotel Transfers

> Free welcome. Beach
a Evening Parties
• Free Admission to Might Clubs

• Pro!esstoul 0n-Stte
Tow Raps
• Complete Weekly AcUvmes

. Discounts on Restaurants
Water Sports s, Side Excursions
• Monteoo Bav Packages
Available from $399
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Sunset Cruise. Booze Cruise.
Toga Party a Morel
Free Bonus Party Pack

SBffSffi*
SUM SrLASN TOURS

1 800-426-1110

STUCFNT

-rCAVa-a. SBTCVICATS

1 800-648-4849

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; NY, BWI/Wash. Cleveland. Cincinnati. Columbus. Nashville. New Orleans.
Philadelphia Pittsburgh departures. Other cities may quality (or reduction or require surcharge. US and Jamaica departure
taxes (currently $57) and $9 handling charge additional Add $30 tor 3/6.7.8/98 bookings Hates increase $30
on 12/15/97 Peak-week surcharges/ott-week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply Limited
availability Sub|ect to change without notice. Call (or full details on hotel selection and availability
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Athletics, Outdoor Adventure, Arts, & MORE!

the state. Help business get something they

BEST HOTELS,

Call

need & increase your revenue. Please fax a

SPRING BREAK locations. Florida, Cancun,

SITE FULLY RENOVATED. (864) 2240593.

pinetree@pond.com.

brief statement about yourself and your

etc. from $89, register your group or be our

RIVERBEND APARTMENTS. S Miles From

EARN $750-$1500/WEEK. Raise all the

resume to (803) 8068989.

Campus Rep. Inter-Campus programs 80C

Campus. Microwave/Stove/Dw/Fridge. 2

The Galley
Restaurant

money your student group needs by sponsor-

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Fishing

327-6013 www.icpt.com.

Br/1 Bth/Large Living Room. $450 per

ing a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No

industry. Excellent earnings & benefits

Winterplace has an 18-50 inch snowbase and

Month. 639-9500 or 2200503.

investment & very little time needed. There's

potential. All major employers. Ask us how!

Special College Discounts! All day skiing lift

UNIVERSITY RIDGE CONDO'S. Across from

no obligation, so why not call for information

517-324-3115 ext. A53811.

ticket only $20.95 Monday-Friday. All day skiing

Tillman Hall. 2 bd 2 bths. 3 bd 3 bths.

Fine Waterfront Dining

today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

Full & Part-time positions available now. Apply

lift ticket only $36.95 Saturdays, Sundays &

Furnished w/washer & dryer, walk to class

FREE T-SHIRT + $1000. Credit Card fundrais-

in person at LIGHTNING LUBE. 978 TIGER

Holidays. Come to Winterplace for the longest

246-9998.

ers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any

BLVD.

skiing day in the Southeast! Call 800607-

For Rent. 3 bed, 2 bth. $400/month. 864

7669 for more info & college discounts.

233-5393 or 864-654-1170.

HELPWANTED

I Great Pay
ft Flexible Hours
ft Only 12 miles
from campus
ft No Sundays
ft Evenings Only

215-887-9700

or

e-mail

campus organization can raise up to $1000
by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA applica-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified

NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell,
Anderson
287-3215 or
287-3211

Bahamas Party

callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.

Are you pregnant? Would you consider

Cruise

Conferences Services is looking for a few

ADOPTION for a family who can not have a

6 Days - Meals - Free Parties - Includes Taxes

$279

good men and women! We are now accepting

child of their own? Call Nancy adoption spe-

applications for the 1998 Summer Conference

cialist at 1800-423-8373 about Amy and

Assistant Position. We'll give you the following

Eddie. Confidentiality Guaranteed!

Panama City
ylOv 7 Nights Near Best Bars

TRAL HEAT/AIR $610/MONTH. 653-3512.

for only $598. Call 653-9991 if interested

HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 4 BD, 2 BTH, WASH-

leave message.

ER/DRYEF^$610/MONTH. 653-3512.

Business. Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll

and a great, challenging job. Applicants must

Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-6691.

be undergraduate or graduate Clemson

COUPLE SEEKS ADOPTION. Financially

Jamaica

University students. To apply, come by Suite

secure couple seeks to adopt infant. The

7 Nights Air/Hotel - Save $150 ort Food & Drink

532, The Clemson House. Applications are

child will be loved and receive all the good

due back by February 6.

things in life. Please call stay at home

SUMMER ON HILTON HEAD IS., SC. Shore

mom. Lisa or Jim l-888-4-Baby-09.

$419

South Beach
$139

Daytona S149 Cocoa Beach $179

$39 Springbreak
Package
Boardwalk Beach
Resort
Panama City Spring Break
Headquarters only $39 per
person. Restrictions Apply.

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6

Cards at home. Immediate openings, your

Days

EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW! ENVE

local area. Experience unnecessary, will train.

Taxes! Great Beaches & Nightlife! Leaves

LOPE STUFFING - $60O$800 every week.

Call Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M.

from South Florida! springbreaktravel.com

Free Details: SASEto International Inc., 1375

PAID MARKETING/MANAGEMENT INTERN-

1-800-678-6386.

$279! Includes Meals, Parties, &

ROOMS. CALL 653-7717. AFTER HOURS
654-3444/888-0200/647-2268.

FORSALE ~
Microsoft Office 97
$125
Professional Edition

1-800-224-4853

HELP WANTED... Men/Women earn $375
weekly processing/assembling Medical I.D.

5393 or 864-654 1170.
APTS. FOR RENT. ONE AND TWO BED-

Free Cash Grants! College. Scholarships.

TRAVEL

HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 2 BD, 1 BTH, CEN-

and Cruise Plus Bonus Vacation Package

For Rent 3 bed 2 bth $400 mo. 864-233-

benefits: free on campus housing all summer,

summer season call 803-785-3494 for info.

& DRYER, POOL & VOLLEYBALL COURT ON

8-day/7-night Florida & Bahamas Vacation

MISCELLANEOUS"

free lunch every day, thirty paid hours a week,

Beach Services is looking for lifeguards for the

LOWEST PRICES. ALL

11

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL

website

• Our 11th Year! •

www.springbreak98.com

1-800-678-6386

Includes Word, Excel,
Powerpoint, Access &
much more. On CD,
sealed & unopened.

Full version!
Call
220-3220

Attention! I am looking for any person who
can braid/cornrow for $10-$15. Please call

Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11230.

SHIPS. The ColorWorks is currently recruiting

Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Specials!

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS

on campus for a limited number of summer

7 Nights Air & Hotel $459! Save $150 on

STUDENTS.

ON

'98 management positions. GAIN HANDS-ON

Food, Drinks! Panama City $139, South

***EARNFREETRIPS&CASH*** CLASS

YES! There is Jazzercise in Clemson. If you

CAMPUS FOR MANAGERS ACROSS VIR-

EXPERIENCE AND BUILD YOUR RESUME.

Beach $129! sprmgbreaktravel.com 1-800-

TRAVEL needs students to promote Spring

want a safe, fun, effective workout call

SEIZED CARS from $175.

GINIA, NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

LAST SUMMERS AVERAGE EARNINGS

678-6386.

Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & travel free!

653-FITT for brochure or schedule.

Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also

FOR SUMMER 1998. AVERAGE EARN-

$7,223. For more information and to schedule

Florida Spring Break! Panama City! Room

Highly motivated students can earn a free

INGS LAST SUMMER $6,000. CALL (800)

an interview call 1-800-477-1001.

W/Kitchen $139! Florida's New Hotspot-South

trip & over $10,000. Choose

393-4521 EXT. 1 A.S.A.P.

Let us show you how to turn 20 hours per week

Beach $129! Bars Open Until 5 am! Cocoa

Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!

CAMP COUNSELORS. Overnight Camps in

into $135-$500+. We need self motivated

Beach-Hilton $179! spnngbreaktravel.com 1-

North America's largest student tour oper-

APARTMENT FOR RENT 2 BEDROOMS W/2

lic

Pocono Mtns of PA need counselors to teach

enthusiastic people to represent us throughout

8006786386.

ator! Call Now! 1-800-838-6411.

BATHS, KITCHEN W/DISHWASHER, WASHER

auto(OD). Clean, excellent

NOW

INTERVIEWING

858-6874.

Porsches,

Jeeps, 4 WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800

FORRENT ""

Cancun,

218-9000 Ext. A-6691.
Mercury Sable 1989. 4 dr Sedan GS-metalgray.

3.8L

engine.

4

speed
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Heritage Pointe
Apartments
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One & two bedroom apartments • Swimming Pool • Tennis Court • CAT Shuttle
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Stove
Refrigerator
Dishwasher

Microwave
W/D Connections
Laundry Room

Take Hwy. 123 toward Easley, Exit on Issaqueena Trail (next exit past Hwy. 93) Turn left,
Heritage Pointe is on the left, 1 mile from the exit ramp.)
Approximately 3 miles from Clemson University.

X
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Call 653-77 17
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After Hours: 654-3444 • 888-0200 • 647-2268
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A Burton Properties Community
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Wfolfpack seeks conference victory in Littlejohn
► Despite losingplayers to
injury, theWolfpack is still a
force to be reckoned with.
Louis

GARMENDIA

sports editor

The men's basketball team will
hope to keep its winning ways at
Littlejohn Coliseum intact this
Saturday when the team takes on
the N.C. State Wolfpack. The
Wolfpack is at the bottom of the
conference race, but it is a dangerous team, nonetheless. Clemson
fans can attest to this by recallinglast seasons 58-54 loss at Raleigh,
which gave N.C. State its first con-

ference win of the year.
Despite losing many key players
to injuries, Coach Herb Sendek's
squad has remained competitve.
The team has swept Georgia Tech
already this season and has lost to
Maryland and Virginia by a total of
six points. The leading scorer is CC
Harrison, who averages 16.3 points
per game.
Teams have focused on shutting
down Harrison, though, because
the team has been depleted in the
frontcourt. The team lost Damon
Thornton early in the season with a
broken foot. Also missing this game
will be freshman center Ron Kelly
(foot injury) and freshman forward
Tim Wells (dislocated shoulder),

who suffered injuries in midJanuary Both have been vital contributors in scoring and rebounding this season.
With the injuries, N.C. State has
been forced to become a more
perimeter team. It now relies on
Harrison, Ishua Benjamin and
Justin Gainey.
Benjamin, who defends the
opposing team's best scorer, leads
the team in steals and assists and is
second in scoring. Gainey is the
team's point guard who also puts
heavy defensive pressure on the
opposing team'sballhandler, but he
is not much of a scoring threat. He
has averaged just 4.6 points in his
last eight games.

The team has been aided by
freshmen Archie Miller and Kenny
Inge, who have both stepped up
their games in light of the team's
injuries. Miller got first college start
against North Carolina and had 13
points on 5-11 shooting from the
field and 3-8 from the arc. He also
hit a three-pointer with 59 seconds
left to give the N.C. State the lead
against Georgia Tech. In his last 6
games, Inge is averaging 12.3 points
and 8.3 rebounds per game, while
shooting 54 percent from the field.
Meanwhile, the Tigers have been
hot at home, losing only to North
Carolina for an 8-1 record. Though
the last few games at Littlejohn
have seen many transition baskets

for the home team, look for thi:
game to be a defensive battle. N.C
State holds its opponents to an aver
age of 59 points a game.
The Wolfpack has even dictatec
the pace against high scoring team:
North Carolina and Duke, and ha:
held five opponents to under 5(
points.
Since Terrell Mclntyre's initia
injury, Head Coach Rick Barnes ha:
often talked about his team's abilit;
to play different styles. The tean
may be put to the test against thi
Wolfpack. Will the Tigers push thi
ball up the court or try to beat N.C
State at its own, halfcourt game
The answer comes Saturday at '
p.m.

Track team enjoys success in Virginia Tech Invitational
SARAH MOLL

staff writer

This past weekend at the
Virginia Tech Invitational, the
men's track team received standout
performances from sophomores
Shawn Crawford and Charles
Allen. Crawford finished first in the
200m dash with a time of 21.04,
which is the fastest in the country
so far this year. He was honored as
the ACC's Indoor Track and Field

Boogie

FROM BACKPAGE

amazing comeback. He saw 34
minutes of action and scored a
team-high 17 points in the onepoint loss to Duke. Although his
potential game-winning shot did
not fall in the final seconds, his
incredible effort did not go unnoticed.
"When Terrell is out there, he
brings a whole new dimension to
our team," said fellow junior Harold
Jamison.
But to play so well while being
injured and without practicing?
"It doesn't amaze me," Jamison
replied. "I've been around him for
three years and I know what he's

Performer of the Week. Both Allen
and Crawford had tremendous success as freshmen and are picking up
right up where they left off last season.
"Both Shawn and Charles are
continuing to develop and
improve," said Bob Pollock,
Clemson's head track coach.
Also this past weekend,
Jeremichael Williams qualified for
provisionals when he finished

third with a time of 7.82 in the 60m
high hurdles. Joe Gibson posted a
personal best performance in the
3000 meters. Gibson finished in
second place with a time of 8:17.68.
David Hartzler dominated in the
field events. Hartzler placed second
in the pole vault with a height of
16'4".
This was a nonscoring meet for
the Tigers, who will travel to
Gainesville, FL to compete in the

capable of doing."
After Duke, the Tigers celebrated a convincing win over Virginia.
But, with 1:34 remaining in the
game, Mclntyre slid into the
Clemson bench and reinjured his
foot.
"Before the game, I was probably
around 90 percent. It was feeling
good," Mclntyre said, shaking his
head in disbelief. "But then to hurt
it again... I know everything will
turn out all right."
Boogie went into Saturday's
game against Maryland listed as
probable. He came out with a
game-high 24 points and went 3of-6 from three-point land.
Mclntyre's healing process may
have been slowed after the reinjury

against Virginia, but he didn't let it
effect his game.
"The day after each game is
when I can feel it," Mclntyre said. "I
have to limp around and it hurts,
but I just have to go out there and
play. When I'm out on the court, I
get my confidence back."
The injury has forced Mclntyre
to miss three games, all in midDecember. Since then, Mclntyre has
shunned his critics by proving that
he can play well with the injury. His
mental toughness overshadows
any physical pain he feels.
Mclntyre is a competitor, and feels
the only way he can overcome his
injury is by playing through it. He
has done so in magnificent fashion,
even after twice reinjuring his foot.

ACC-SEC Challenge next weekend.
On the ladies' side, the team
competed against a field of elite
competitorsat the Ikon Office
Supplies Invitational in Johnson
City, TN., which included six former Olympians apd several U.S.
national champions.
Lady Tigers Simone Tomlinson,
Terri Robinson and Simone Brown
all competed in the 60m dash.
Tomlinson turned in a time of 7.54,

Robinson and Brown both posted;
time of 7.59.
In the 20 lb weight throw com
petition, freshman Jamie Motor
placed fourth. Moton bettered he
throw of last weekend by measur
ing a throw of 50'8".
The Lady Tigers meet was no
scored as a team; individual score:
were only posted. Next weekenc
they will travel along with the mer
to the ACC-SEC Challenge.

$19.95

how to find

the Perfect Job
Save 1/2 Off - NOW!
Now Includes
Internet site
addresses for
the entire
Fortune 500!

%

4r isssi
this Quick-Guide
" >SP
makes it Fast & Easy! J^^
created by Fortune 500 Executives

Simple, Step-by-Step, easy to follow instructions:

DEADLINE DATE:
University Need-Based Scholarships«Feb. 15,1998
PRIORITY DEADLINES:
Federal College Work StudyApr. 1,1998
Federal Perkins Loan*Apr. 1,1998
Federal Pell Grant
Apr. 1,1998 (suggested)
Federal Stafford Loan
.Apr. 1,1998 (suggested)

• How to use the most powerful (and most neglected) tools on the internet!
• Where Employers go (on the internet) in search of the Best Candidates!
• About the hidden job market, which eliminates 95% of the competition for the
best jobs! Even <>r those who know about it, 90% don't know How To use it!
• How to find co-op and temp jobs where you want to spend the summer!
« About the games recruiters play, and how to stay in control of your search!
• How to make the internet work for you even while you sleep!
• Inside information: What every executive looks for in a new hire!

LIMITED TIME introductory offer for half off only while supplies
last. Take $10 off the regular price, but you must include this
coupon. Mail it today to ensure your introductory discount!
Mail $12.95 To:

INTERNET ADVISORS offer CT981
730 S. Pleasantburg Drive Suite 539
Greenville, SC 29607

YES! Send me the New 1998 Version of How to find the Perfect Job using
the internet. Enclosed is a check or money order for $9.95 + $3.00 shipping
& handling. Please mail it First Class to the address below:

Name:

The FmeAppBcation Far Fedenai Student Aid
(FAFSA)h Available to G-41 Sftes

Address
city, stare, /.ip
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Defense key in victory over Georgia Tech
► Turnovers and rebounds put
the Lady Tigers on top in ACC
battle against Tech.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer

Utilizing effective man-to-man
pressure defense and excellent team
speed, the 21st-ranked Lady Tigers
raced past the Georgia Tech Yellow
Jackets 79-56 last Thursday night in
Littlejohn Coliseum. The win improved
Clemson's record tol5-3 (7-1 ACC)
while Georgia Tech fell to 8-9 (2-6 in
the ACC).
The Lady Tigers' tenacious full
court defense forced the tempo. The
team built a 24-9. lead in the first half
by pressing the Jackets the length of the
court and creating many points off of
turnovers. Georgia Tech turned the ball
over 17 times during the game while
the Lady Tigers relinquished the ball
on only nine occasions.
"I was very pleased with the effort of
our basketball team tonight. 1 thought
it was a total team effort," said Lady
Tigers Coach Jim Davis, who smiled
after the victory that put his team into
first place. "I thought coming into the
game that we had more athletes than
they did."

Berenato, who mentioned her team
came in with specific goals in mind.
One such goal was stopping the ACCs
leading scorer, Amy Geren, who averages over 19 points per game. The
Jackets were successful in that respect,
holding Geren to seven hard-earned
points, but their
strategy provided
point for the first iq thought at times, Clemson plenty of opportunities for the Lady
the 1330 maerk of could have blown the game
Tiger post players.
"They were able
the first half wide open. I think this could
when the Yellow have Deen a 50 point game." to shut Amy down
tonight,
but
it
Jackets'
point
opened up so much
guard
Shelli
AGNUS BERENATO for our post players
Novotny
was
Georgia Tech coach inside, and our post
whistled for her ====_=^===
players
really
third foul and
forced to the bench for the rest of the responded," said Davis.
Stepping up for the Lady Tigers
half. Without their floor leader, the
Jackets wilted under the tenacity of the were Nikki Blassingame, who contributed 14 points and eight rebounds,
Tigers' trap.
The team capitalized with a decisive and Kerri Thomas, who scored 14 and
17-5 run to build a lead the team would grabbed 9 rebounds. Both players also
not relinquish. Novotny did return in shot above 50 percent from the field.
Joining the tandem in double figthe second half, distributed seven
assists and allowed Georgia Tech to ures was Itoro Umoh with 13 points
avoid the embarrassment of a humili- and Erin Batth with 11 points. Jeanette
Davis added five assists. All but one
ating loss.
T thought at times Clemson could Lady Tiger scored, a statistic which
have blown the game wide open...I impressed Berenato.
T thought they did a great job with
think this could have been a 50-point
game," said Georgia Tech Coach Agnus their balanced scoring," she said.
These athletes proved to be good
rebounders as they out-rebounded
Georgia Tech 39-22 in the first half and
scored many easy buckets on second
chance putbacks. The tendency continued in the second half as four of the
team's first five baskets were the result
of second chances.
A
turning

KEVIN VKSEY/-!

NO SOUP FOR YOU: Erin Batth goes upfor a block over
Georgia Tech'sKenya Williams.

Swim team suffers heartbreaking loss to Georgia Bulldogs
► The 4th-ranked men's
swim team was unable to
defeat the Bulldogs.
BRIAN PEARCE

staff writer
On first glance, last weekend
was a bad one for the Clemson
swimming and diving teams.
But, if you look at what happened in the teams' meet with the
Georgia Bulldogs, the experience
can be brought into better perspective.
The women's swimming team
lost a 212-200 heartbreaker to the
third-ranked Lady Bulldogs swimming team.
The event focuses on relays so
the Lady Tiger relay teams had
their day to show their stuff.
Clemson had a good showing

against a Georgia team that is
known as one. of the elite college
swimming teams in the country.
Coach Bruce Marchionda was
proud with his team's effort.
"It was a very close meet," he
said. "It's nice to see our women step
up and perform against one of the
best teams. To even win some races
was great."
The Lady Tigers are currently
ranked 17th in the Speedo
America's College Swimming
Coaches Association Coach's Poll.
The team was coming off a 153-89
victory over South Carolina in
which they took first place in ten of
13 events.
The team went into the Georgia
meet hoping to gain preparation for
the more important events down
the road.
"This meet was good preparation for the ACC championships,"

w
Nominations for Outstanding Clemson
University Women
The President's Commission on the Status of Women
at Clemson University is accepting nominations to recognize and honor women, and occasionally others,
who have made significant contributions to promoting
and developing the status of women at Clemson
University. Nominations are invited from any persons
who wish to recognize individuals in one of the following categories: Academic faculty, Classified Staff,
Graduate student, Undergraduate student, andDistinguished Contributor. The Distinguished Contributor
category could include alumni, senior administrators,
unclassified staff, non-academic faculty, major gift
donors, and other individuals (including men) who
have made a significant contribution to improving the
status of women at Clemson University. To nominate
an individual, please complete an outstanding woman
nomination form (in this edition of The Tiger), a twopage (max) vita, resume, or summary of the nominee's
career activities, and two letters of support. Honorees
will be recognized by President Curris at a reception
to be held on Tuesday, March 10,1998, at 4:00 p.m., in
the Rotunda of the Strom Thurmond Institute. Please
submit your nomination to the Women's Commission,
301-J Bracket Hall, by Monday, February 16, 1998.

Marchionda said. "We won that
last year so we having been focusing on winning that again all season."
Jennifer Mihalik was one of the
stars of the meet for Coach
Marchionda's team. Mihalik was
part of two winning relay teams for
the Tigers. The events in which she
participated were the 800m
freestyle relay and the 200m
freestyle relay.
Diver Summer Ecker was the
star for the Lady Tiger diving team.
Ecker won both the lm and the 3m
diving competition while turning
in her best performace of the season
so far by scoring a 345.33 in the lm

event and a 368.27 in the 3m event
for the Lady Tigers.
Jillian OrRico picked up third
place in both of the diving competitions to conclude a strong diving
performance by the Lady Tiger diving team.
The meet was a disappointing
one for the men's swimming and
diving teams, though. The Tigers
were defeated 250-138.
The Bulldogs men's swimming
and diving team is ranked 4th in
the country while the Tigers are
ranked 29th. They were unable to
capture any victories in any of the
races.
The men's 200m medley relay

team forged a strong performance
for the Tigers. The team consisting
of Tim Collis, Razvan Petcu, Jano
Dubreil and Mike Pridemore
turned in the second fastest time of
the season finishing the relay in a
time of 1:35:00.
Petcu also stood out as the men's
top swimmer. Petcu was involved in
two second place finishes in relays
for the Tigers.
Petcu, a native of Romania, was
a member of the 1996 Romanian
Olympic team.
The next meet for the Clemson
men's and women's swimming
teams will be Saturday in Raleigh
against the NC State Wolf pack.

• ♦ •

♦ • •
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REDFERN

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER

Monday - Friday 7:30am - 5pm

REDFERN

Telephone: 656-2233

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of this organization on February 17-18, 1998. The purpose of the
survey will be to evaluate the organization's compliance with nationally established Joint
Commission standards. The survey results will be used to determine whether, and the
conditions under which accreditation should be awarded the organization.
Joint Commission standards deal with organizational quality of care issues and the safety
of the environment in which care is provided. Anyone believing that he or she has
pertinent and valid information about such matters may request a public information
interview with the Joint Commission's field representatives at the time of the survey.
Information presented at the interview will be carefully evaluated for relevance to the
accreditation process. Requests for a public information interview must be made in
writing and should be sent to the Joint Commission no later than five working days before
the survey begins. The request must also indicate the nature of the information to be
provided at the interview. Such requests should be addressed to:
Division of Accreditation Operations
Organizational Liaison
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The Joint Commission will acknowledge such requests in writing or by telephone and will
inform the organization of the request for any interview. The organization will, in turn,
notify the interviewee of the date, time, and place of the meeting.
This notice is posted in accordance with the Joint Commission's requirements and may not
be removed before the survey is completed.
Date Posted: January 16, 1998
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Tigers still winless in ACC road games
► Costly turnovers late in
the game lead to narrow
defeat.
RYAN PATRICK LAWRENCE

assistant sports editor
For the second straight weekend, the Tigers had a chance to win
a conference game on the road in
the final minute. However, the
Tigers were once again unable to
come away with the victory in
College Park on Saturday.
The Terrapins utilized their trap
to perfection against the Tigers and
came away with the victory and
third place in the conference.
Maryland's full court trap forced
two big turnovers in the last four
minutes of the game, and they
proved to be the difference.
"We let the game get away with
those two turnovers," Coach Rick
Barnes said. "They were the two
biggest plays of the game and they
bothered me more than anything
else."
With the loss, the Tigers are still
winless on the road in the conference going into Wednesday night's
game at UNC At Wake Forest, the
Tigers lost by just four points.
Duke's margin of victory was by
only one point. On Saturday,
Maryland won by five. Although all
three games have been close, the
Tigers couldn't pull out a victory in
any of them.
In close games, little things
become very big. Along with the
turnovers, the Tigers' inconsistency
from the free throw line also proved
to be costly.
The Tigers had their chances at
the free throw line in the final
minute of the game. With just :33.8
seconds remaining, Tony Christie
went to the line with a chance to tie
the game.
Both of his shots missed, and the
Tigers were unable to get back into

the game. In the final five minutes
of the game, Clemson was just 2-of6 from the charity stripe. The
Terrapins hit eight straight free
throws in the waning moments of
th&game.
"We had control of it," Coach
Barnes said. "But we let it get away."
The Tigers were down throughout most of the game, just like the)'
had been at Duke and Wake Forest.
However, they used runs of 12-2
and 11-1 to grab a 59-52 lead with
four minutes to play.
Then the trouble began.
On the first turnover, the
Terrapins trapped Mohamed Woni.
Their next victim was Iker Iturbe.
Both Clemson post players were
attempting to carry the ball up
court even though point guard
Terrell Mclntyre was on the floor at
the time.
"He (Mclntyre) had gone to the
middle, and they had really tried to
take him out," Coach Barnes
explains. "We just wanted ball
reversal, and we couldn't get it."
The Terrapin's trap was effective
when they needed it most and they
reclaimed the lead and held on.
"We fought back," Coach Barnes
said. "I thought our poise was good
and I thought we responded and
put ourselves in position to win the
game, but we just couldn't finish it."
With games at Chapel Hill,
Charlottesville,
Atlanta,
Tallahassee and Raleigh still left on
their schedule, the Tigers still have
the opportunity to pick up some
conference wins away from
Littlejohn. They have been able to
saty close on the road, but a loss is
still a loss, no matter what the
scoreboard reads at the end of the
game.
Before the end of the season,
they must turn one of those close
games into a victory without letting missed free throws and
turnovers get in the way.

/ Associated Press

ANYONE'S BALL: Maryland's Matt Kovarik and Clemson's Iker Iturbe scramble for a loose ball in thefirst half
of Saturday's game in College Park Maryland.

NBA lacks college spirit
Louis Garmendia

■ports editor

CIn light
■> of the the ongoing
Latrell Sprewell case, the
uncertainty regarding its
collective bargaining
agreement and the seemingly
limitless escalation of salaries in
the NBA, I think now is a good
time to reflect on how good we
who follow college teams closely
have it. While it seems like the
biggest news in the NBA is
always made off the court, all I
see on TV about college basketball is news about great games
and upsets.
I think every thing that is
wrong with the NBA in particular and professional sports in
general is symbolized in a new
shoe commercial. In this commercial, Boston Celtics forward
Antoine Walker, who is a phenomenal basketball player having a breakout season, describes
his basketball life as a job while a
play develops in slow motion.
He proclaims "These are my
co-workers" as the camera points
to one of his teammates, "These
are my customers" as the camera
pans the crowd and so on. His
final words are "1 make baskets"
as a Reebok logo hits the screen.
What in the hell is that? Isn't
basketball supposed to be a
game? The problem is, most professional athletes now treat sports
as a painstaking job in which the
only reward is money. If young

That said, I personally love
athletes just want to make as
our basketball atmosphere. We
much money as they can, fine. If
a desperate owner wants to give a have two great coaches in Rick
player that has been in the league Barnes and Jim Davis who
recruit dedicated individuals
two years a six-year, $123 million
without cutting corners. Barnes
contract, good for the athlete for
getting as much money as he can. may not get a top-ten prospect
every year according to recruitBut if that athlete turns down a
ing "experts", but you can be sure
$103 million contract in the
he's going to get a team-oriented
process and then hopes that the
player who will stick around for
team will have enough money to
four years.
acquire other good players, forget
While other programs here
about it.
and around the country do have
That was the case of Mauldin's
some off the field problems, the
own Kevin Garnett, who went
biggest worry for the basketball
straight from high school to the
team off the court is that someNBA. Can you now see why most
' one doesn't drop a book on
of the points he got on the SAT
Terrell Mclntyre's foot.
were for spelling his name right?
So if all you see on
How about Jermaine O'Neal. He
wanted to get into college so badly Sportscenter the next couple of
weeks is Latrell Sprewell saying
that on his last chance to take the
he was punished too harshly
SAT, he went to the wrong high
school in Columbia. He is now rot- (though he would be in jail if in
any other profession), talk of
ting away on the bench of the
trade demands and labor disPortland Trailblazers, and he has
putes or one too many travelling
second-guessed his decision to
violations that weren't called,
skip college.
think of how good and how easy
Now I am not saying these
we have it watching Clemson
people are stupid for not going to
basketball.
college; there are many people
We don't have to worry about
who don't go to college who have
players choking their coach, we
happy lives. What I'm saying is
don't have to worry about paying
that as a college basketball fan, I
players so much they raise
don't want players like that on
tuition becuase of it and we don't
my school's team. I want players
have to worry about being
who want to play, have fun and
snapped at or ignored if we try to
just enjoy the fact that a scholarbe sociable with one of the playship and pride are enough reaers. So even if the basketball
sons to play hard.
team loses a couple, feel good
What if an NBA team had to
that that is the one of the few
play under the circumstances
that injury-depleted NC State has worries concerning the team.
the last two years? Would they
Louis Garmendia is a sophomore
play with as much passion and
majoringin management.Eintensity, or would the players
mail comments to sports@tigerwho have long-term contracts
clemson.edu.
just coast the rest of the year?

Terrapins tame Tigers
in Co lege Park 74-69
► Tigersjall short against
Maryland despite a sevenpoint lead in second half.
DAVID ABLES

staff writer
The Maryland Terrapins forced
the Clemson Tigers into a pair of
costly turnovers while making all
the foul shots they needed to to win
in College Park Saturday, 74-69. The
Tigers just did not have enough,
steam left to finish off a game that
they had managed to gain control
of after struggling throughout
most of the first half.
"We had control of it," said
Clemson coach Rick Barnes, in reference to his team's seven-point
lead near the end of the game, "but
we just let it get away because we
didn't handle the basketball."
With the loss, the Tigers fell to
12-7 on the season and 3-4 in the
conference. It was also the Tigers
regular season loss to Maryland in
two years. Last season, the Tigers
swept the regular season series
between the two schools.
In the first half of action, the
Tigers offense struggled. The
Terrapins took advantage of the
Tigers lack of offense and controlled the tempo early.
The Tigers ended the first half
down, 35-31. After falling behind
by as much as nine in the second
half, the Clemson squad stormed
back.
Terrell Mclntyre scored five
straight points to cap a 12-2
Clemson run and the Tigers
grabbed 59-52 lead with 6:55 left in
the game.

It was at this point, though, that
the Maryland press began to take
effect. First, Mohamed Woni was
trapped along the sidelines near
midcourt and threw the ball the
way. Then, Iker Iturbe dribbled the
ball out of bounds off his foot. Both
turnovers resulted in baskets that
ignited the home crowd and put
Maryland on the path to victory.
"I really felt the two biggest plays
were when we turned it over coming down the side," Barnes said.
"Our two post players shouldn't
have been in that position. We just
didn't execute like we talked about
during the timeout. Those two
plays right there bothered me more
than any of them."
Clemson closed within two at
69-67 with a pair of Greg Buckner
free throws at 1:02 left, but that was
as close as they could get, as
Maryland made eight straight free
throws at the end of the game to put
the game out of reach.
"When you go on the road a lot
of things have to happen for you
and we were in great position,"
Barnes said. "We fought back. I liked
the way we handled it. I thought
our poise was good and I thought
we responded and put ourselves in
position to win the game, but we
just couldn't finish it."
Once again, an injured Terrell
Mclntyre came up big for the Tigers
with 24 points. Buckner was well
below his season a"erage with 11
points, but he also chipped in with
12 rebounds.
The Terrapins were led by
Saunas Jasikevicius with 20 points
and Laron Profit added 16 points.
The game knocked the Tigers out of
the Top-25 and pushed their ACC
road record to 0-3.
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Wolfpack worries
►Tigers take on NCState
this Saturday in LittlejohnColiseum. Page 13

THIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE

Tenacious Tigers
**

Men's Basketball: N.C. State, Jan. 31 at 4 pm
Women's Tennis: Charleston, Feb. 1 at 1 pm
Women's B-ball: at UNO, Feb. 1 at 12:30 pm
Men's Basketball: at G.T., Feb. 4 at 7 pm

W-Georgia Tech's Jocus on
AmyGeren leaves restofteam
wideopen. Page 14

Tigers foul out in battle at Chapel Hill
► Clemson suffers 44th consecutive lossat Chapel Hill on
Wednesday night.
RYAN PATRICK LAWRENCE

assistant sports editor

I

When Harold Jamison fouled
out, Wednesday night's game at
Chapel Hill looked more like a
scene from the movie Hoosiers
than a battle between conference
foes.
Jamison became the sixth Tiger
to foul out with 1:10 left in the
game, and Clemson played the last
minute of their 88-79 loss to the Tar
Heels with just four players on the
floor. Gene Hackman was not
available for comment.
"I've never been involved in a
game like this," Coach Barnes said
after the game. "I could have played,
but then again, the way the ref s and
I were getting along I'd probably be
out of there real quick too."
The Tigers collected an ACC
record 41 team fouls, as Mohamed
Woni, Tom Wideman, Iker Iturbe,
Greg Buckner and freshman Adam
Allenspach all fouled out in the
second half.
Johnny Miller and Terrell
Mclntyre chipped in with four

fouls a piece.
In the first four minutes, the second-ranked Tar Heels jumped out
ahead early. While the Tigers
missed their first few shots, North
Carolina's offense was on target,
and they grabbed an early 8-2 lead.
At the 11:50 mark, the Tar Heels
were already in the bonus, and
Clemson was whistled for 14 fouls
in the games' first 14 minutes. The
Tigers aggressive play kept North
Carolina honest, and prevented
Vince Carter from collecting his
patented alley oop jam. The rough
play also kept the Tigers in the
game.
North Carolina, the ACCs second-best free throw shooting team,
connected on just 13-of-31 free
throw attempts in the first half.
With 5:03 left in the first half, the
Tigers grabbed their first lead of the
game. Allenspach scored on a baseline jumper to give Clemson a 2928 advantage.
As the half drew to a close, however, the foul situation was frustrating Coach Barnes. On the final play
of the half, Barnes was whistled for
a technical and the Tar Heels took a
45-37 lead into the locker room.
North Carolina completed their
17-2 run when the second half
began, and they had a 17-point lead

with just under 15 minutes left.
With just under 11 minutes
remaining, the Tigers came within
12 of UNC when Mclntyre netted
his first two points of the game.
Mclntyre finished with 17 points,
all of which came in the second
half.
While Clemson's depth began
to deteriorate, the players left on
the court wouldn't quit.
With 2:54 left, Mclntyre drove
to the hole, made a nice move
inside, scored and was fouled in the
process. He completed the threepoint play and the Tigers were
down, 74-67.
On the Tigers' next possession,
Mclntyre made a beautiful pass
from the top of the key to Jamison
down low. Jamison completed the
play with a rim-rattling dunk and
the Tigers stayed within seven
points.
The Tigers were unable to get
any closer to the Carolina lead in
the final minutes and the Tar Heels
secured the victory by knocking
down 15 straight free throws.
Clemson's leading scorer, Greg
Buckner, finished with 19 points.
Iker Iturbe added his best effort of
the season, collecting 15 points and
a game-high seven rebounds in the
loss.

fit

ret

WHO'S THERE?: Iker Iturbe knocks the ball awayfrom North Carolina's
Vince Carter. He had 12 points and six rebounds in the first half

Lady Blue Devils hand Tigers their second loss in the ACC
► Duke makes up for
December loss to Clemson
with 19-point victory.
SHAUN RATUFF

staff writer

Duke's Nicole Erickson scored 21
points as 24th-ranked Duke upset
19th-ranked
Clemson
78-59
Sunday to tie the Lady Tigers for
first place in the ACC. The Lady
Tigers traveled to Durham, NC,
looking to improve on its 29-15 lead
in the overall series against the Blue

Devils. With three straight wins
behind them, the team was hoping
momentum would be on its side.
But Duke avenged its 72-61 loss
at Clemson on December 13. The
way Coach Jim Davis saw it, there
was no way to stop Duke.
"They're shooting so well, their
decisions are so good and they're
just doing a great job defensively,"
said Davis after the loss. "Right now,
they're the very best team in this
league."
The Blue Devils came out shooting and had four starters score in
the first two minutes on the way to

an 8-0 lead. Davis quickly called a
timeout and looked to get his team
back into the game. The team
responded with more aggressive
play, but it still had a hard time
stopping Duke's transition game as
the Blue Devils expanded their lead
to double digits.
Clemson scored on five straight
possessions with just over two minutes left in the half. But Duke
scored twice in the last minute and
the Lady Tigers found themselves
down 43-28 at half time.
In the second half, Clemson
came out aggressively again. Erin

Batth stepped up early and blocked
what would have been an easy basket for Duke. Batth scored an easy
basket the next time down the floor
as the team tried to turn the game.
But things did not get much better for the Lady Tigers as Duke continued shooting at a torrid pace.
Duke led by as many as 25 points in
the second half, and they shot 50
percent from the field for the game.
The Blue Devils' Hilary Howard
had 14 points and Michele
VanGorp scored 16 points in the
victory.
One of the few bright spots for

the Lady Tigers was Amy Geren,
who scored 14 points. Duke successfully contained Clemson's
other star guard. Itoro Umoh. by
holding her to six points on 2-9
shooting.
The Lady Tigers will look to get
back to their winning ways this
Sunday when they visit nationallyranked North Carolina. The team is
in the middle of a race for conference superiority The Lady Tigers
sit atop the standings with NC
State and the Blue Devils, the only
two ACC teams to have beaten
them this year.

UP JUMPS THE BOOGIE
Terrell Mclntyre's injuredfoot can't hold him down
RYAN PATRICK LAWRENCE

mi sports editor

l le arrives at Littlejohn before

UMMTH0MAV

TEAM PLAYER: Despite missingproi tti t due to injui v. Ta nil
Mi Intyre bringsthe lean] togetnei on thecourt.

everyone else, practicing his foul
shots on the quiet court. While the
rest oi the team practices lie works
out by himself in the weight room
moving from machine to machine,
trying to maintain Ins strength.
Terrell Mclntyre does not work
alone by choice.
After suffering an injury to his
right foot on December 11 Mclnt) re
has been held out ol practices <
Barnes does nol want to take the
chance ol losing Ins star point guard
for the year But when the g
begin M< Intvre makes his way onto
the floor with the rest ol the guys.
"I wish 1 could practice with the

team ' Mclntyre said "I jus) try to

keep mysell m shape and work on
my shooting to keep my confidence
up."
Unlike the average athlete ol
Mclntyre doesn't like to be singled out.
He understands thai basketball is
a team game. He realizes that ever)
part ol the machine must be functioning at us top capability in order
lor it to work properly In practice,
the Tigers do not have the fuxun ol
working on plays with the guy the)
call Boogie
"They understand that I can't
practice with them.'' Mclnt) r<
"They just tell me not to get down.
Buck [Greg Buckner] tells me that I
need to sit down and rest 1 know it's
going to take some time."
With number 5 in the line up the
. have then commander pit the

floor. Me is constantly calling for
plays or creating them on his own
Without Mclntyre on the court, the
Tigers are a completely different
team.
I he Florida State game is a prime
example. In the Tigers' 86-65 triumph clemson outscored the
Seminoles 69 i i w ith Mclnt) re in
the line up When he was on the
bench, Florida State outscored the
17.
\\ hat he does out there is truly
amazing' Coach Barnes said Troi
him to ^o what he does out there
without practicing what makes
him sogood is his tremendous drive"
At Duke on the following Saturday,
Mclntyre put aside his inj
and was instrumental m the
Si i Boogie. PAGl 11

